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BICENTENNIAL SALUTE — Students in the sixth, seillenth, and eighthxrades it North Elementary School presented
their "Bicentennial Salute To America," for the school P. T. C. last night. The show included several talent acts ina,
following the history and development of the 'Ailed States.
siert Phut, bD.oiciHill
Administratiori Takes Opening
Steps Toward Halting Strike
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill. (AP) —; --
The Ford Administration took the v,
opening steps today toward forcing a/
halt to a two-day-old nationwide strllte
of Teamster truck drivers that .has
already resulted in industrial layoffs.
Meantime, sources close to both aides-
said bargainers were "very close" to
Afgreement on a total economic
' package, but disagreement on how the
money package should be distributed
remained to be settled.
Negotiations resumed at 11 a.m. EST
today:
The Ford administration, taking no
chances on the possibility the strike
Many Kentucky Truckers
Are Affected By Strike
By The Associated Press
At least 5,000 Kentucky teamsters are
affected by the national Teamsters
Union strike, including about three-
fourths of the state's truckers, ac-
cording to an industry official.
Teamsters Local 89 President Marion
Winstead said about 4,000 teamsters in
- Louisville are affected by the work
stoppage. Local 89 covers a 40-county,
, multi-state area including Louisville.
About 1,000 other truck drivers in
Kentucky belong to Teamster locals at
Lexington, Evansville, Ind., Nashville,
Tenn., and Cincinnati, Ohio. L
Tom Maxedon, executive director of
the Kentucky Petroleum Council, said
some of the tracks used to transport
gasoline brought into Kentucky by
barge on the Ohio River could be halted
by the strike.
Paul Young, managing director of the
Kentucky Motor Transport Association,
Inc., said the strike had halted -the
main movement of general coin-
'
modities in the state."
Young said his group represents 550,
or most, of the trucking concerns in
Kentucky.
Trouble between striking truckers
and independent drivers was not ex-
pected, according to Young.
"If an independent driver is hauling
an agricultural commodity to Chicago
he's not going to be involved," Young
said. But "he may have trouble-getting
the commodity distributed from the
Chicago terminal."
Teamsters Local 651 President Ken
Silver said the union had pickets
Thursday at about 45 companies in
Lexington, Fayette County and 33
surrounding counties.
a The Teamsters local at Evansville
had about 100 pickets on duty at
Madisonville and Hopkinaville.
"There have been no incidents and
we don't expect any," Silver Said. -It's
been very peaceful. . .Kentucky people
do what the union tells them to.
.They're not wildcat type people."
could hamper the nation's t conomic
recovery, today started preparations in
Washington to invoke the Taft-Hartley
Act against the strike.
Striking city workers in San Fran-
cisco, who have already shut down the
cable carsand zoo, threatened to picket
San Francisco International Airport.
The National Broadcasting Co. said it)
reran, for the second straight day, an
entire eposide of a daytime soap opera
because of . sabotage by striking
technicians and news writers.
And if that was not enough, reports
from around the country indicated that
the month-long strike by beer battlers
against the Anheuser-Buseh Co. was
cutting off supplies of Budwei'Ser.
Presidential assistant L. William
Seidman asked several government
agencies to prepare reports on the
economic impact of the strike, ad-
ministration sources said. The reports.
to be returned to the White House by
noon Saturday, would be needed if
President Ford asked for a court
injunction under the act to stop the
walkout.
However, sources said it_ Would
probably be Tuesday at the earliest
before the government could go into
court.
The move was seen as an effort by the
government to put added pressure on
union and industry negotiators to
reso-ive their dispute without over..
nment intervention.
Earlier, administration sources had
said it appeared the government would
refrain from. invoking the Taft-Hartley
act while bargaining continued and
there were indications of progress.
Relatively Few New Laws Will
Directly Affect Average Person
FRANKFORT, Ky. ) AP) -The 1976
General Assembly passed hundreds of
bills but relatively few of those which
take effect June 19 will directly affect
ordinary people in their everyday
However, among the new laws that
will have an impact on a large number
of Kentuckians are such measures as
one that eliminates most fees charged
in public elementary and secondary
schools.
In addition, some free textbooks will
be issued this year for high school
students.
Other measures dealing 'with the
public schools include a requirement
that all childr-in be immunized against
rubella, or C erman measles, before
entering the first grade: Children
entering scho within the next two
years must bet isted for tuberculosis.
Sunny and Warmer
Sunny and wanner today with highs in
the mid to upper 60s. Partly cloudy and
oot as cold tonight with lows in the low
to mid 40s. Partly cloudy and warmer
Saturday with highs irrthe upper 60s to
low 70s. Partly cloudy and cooler
Sunday.
An anti-busing measure passed by
the legislature prohibits .use of. state
funds to transport ptipils past the
nearest school of the appropriate grade
level.
But even some of the bill's supporters
admit it will have-little impact in light
of the federal court order to integrate
Jefferson County schools by busing
about 22,000 schoolchildren.
Bills passed with th ronsurner in
mind include a mobile home "lemon"
bill to protect purchasets of habitually
defective mobile homes.
Manufacturers will be required to
either fix the mobile home, replace it or
refund the purchase price...
If you purchase merchandise that
proves defective, you can use that fact
in court if new creditors try to collect
for the defective material.
When having a prescription filled,
you can expect to pay less because the
yiharm.acist will be required to use the
les expensive generic drug unless yu
oil your doet4 specifically requests
otherwise.
,The General Assembly Jaye tax-
Ayers a break by increasing the
standard deduction allowed on the state
income tax from $500 to $650. Blind
taxpayers got a $20 tax credit hr.
bringing their total credit to $60. •
Senior citizens, or those over ago 65.
also got an additional $20 tax credit.
They will also be able to attend state
universities and colleges tuition-free.
The physically- handicapped will be
protected from employment and
housing discrimination under a new
law.
The sale of hearing aids will'-
restricted to prohibit sales without a
doctor's examination.
Insurance policy-holders will get n
protection under the law. Renewa)
hospitalization or medical-expeno!
insurance cannot be refused because of
poor health,
.Those of you planning to buy a used •
car will be able.to get in touch wiThlte-
car's previous owners. Veed car
dealers will be required to Supply the
inforrna*n.
And sates tax on new cars will now be.
90 per cent of the manufacturer's
suggestki ,retail price, instead of the
full sticker price under the cur..
practice.
If you're not satisfied with the VIRE" - - •
prodge, of letters and nuihters ea. your
license plate, you can have it saY MOBILE HOME—Traffic was blocked for a while this morning on iiigh way 641 South, AS this house took a ride on a .
anytfftng you want, almost, for moving truck. The house was 
moved from its original lot on Glendale Road.
WASHINGTON (AP) The nation's
unemployment rate edged down to 7.5
per cent of the work force in March,
marking the fifth straight monthly
decline and the longest, sustained drop
in 14 years, the government said today.
Although the decline was slight -
down from 7.6-per cent in February -
Labor Department analysts said the
steady -improvement since October
reflected continuing economic recovery
from the recession.
Blacks and women benefited most
from the March decline in .unem-
ployment, which was down by about
100,000, to a total of 7 million last
month.
Total employment continued clim-
bing in March, rising by another 375,000
to an all-time high of 86.7 million, the
government said. Since reaching a
Registration of children of Calloway
County Schools for the first grade for
the school year of 1976-77 has been set.
Parents or guardians should attend the
meetings at the school where they
expect their children to attend. It will
not be necessary to have the child in
attendance that day.
Preregistration is to assit the school
in making their teacher schedules and
ordering materials for the coming year.
Charles Lassiter, Pupil Personnel
Director, has given the following dates
for registration:
East CallowaleElementary -9 a. m.
Tuesday April 6. '
' Southwest Calloway Elementary -- 9
a Wednesday April 7.
)rth Calloway Elementary 9 a-,
in 'Thursday April 8.
"If you sit silent it is our con-
demnation," Federal Bureau of
Investigations 'petal agent Robert M.
Domalewski told the Murray Rotary
Club at its regular meeting yesterday.
Domalewski, who has served with the
FBI for over 25'years, told the local
civic group that the FBI is a viable,
active organization. He said not to
believe statements such as the "FBI is
in decline, dead," or that the FBI does
not hold the position in the public eye it
did 10 years ago.
"If given the tools we can hold our
own,- Domalewski said. He reported
that last year the FBI picked up 32,000
fugitives and had 15,750 convictions.
Domalewski said former ,FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover has been
maligned since his death. "Hoover took
some 400 special agents, all political
hacks, and made them' into crack in-
telligence agents' when he took over
recession-low _list March, the number
OT Americans With jobs ha's risen by 2.6
million, with adult women accounting
for more than half of the over-the-year
increase.
The last time the unemployment rate
dropped five consecutive months was
between September 1961 and February
1962.
Unemployment declined gradually
from the recession peak of 8.9 per cent
last May and hovered about 8.6 per cent
before beginning a rapid decline last
October. But even with the im-
provement the jobless rate at 7.5 per
cent remains far above its normal post
World War TI level.
Nevertheless, the Ford
administration cited the improvement
in the jobless rate and the declining
inflation rate as vindication of its
cautious economic policy. It also has
been a boost to President Ford's
election campaign.
Government economists see further
improvsment in the jobless rate this
year, but caution that the decline is not
likely to be continuous every month. In
advance of the new unemployment
report, Julius Shiskin, commissioner of
labor statistics, had said he wouldn't be
surprised to see the jobless rate edge up
in March.
Shiskin said the normal decline in
unemployment during the first year
after a recession is about 1.5 per cent
TODAY'S INDEX
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the FBI in May of 1924, Domalewski
said.
The FBI currently has 8,700 agents ,
who are in the field every day "doing a
dedicated job," he added. "They are
the best public relations people we
have." Domalewski said the dedication
of the younger agents fills him with
confidence.
He urged the Rotarians to be sure*,
what they see and hear about the FBI.
"Don't jump to conclusions," he said.
Domalewski, who is married and the
father of two children, serves as a
special agent in the Louisville office of
the FBI and lives at Fern Creek. He
was introduced by program chairman,
Walter Apperson.
Also attending the meeting was John
Penrod, Paducah, special FBI event
for the West Kentucky area, who was
introduced- ,.by County Attorney Sid
Easley."' L I
By February, it had already fallen by
more than 1 per cent, and he predicted
a drop of another one-half to three-
quarters of a point during the rest of the
year.
Other economists, including Sidney
L. Jones, assistant treasury secretary
for economic affairs, say statistics can
move rapidly for a period of time, then
reach a plateau and "hang • up, for a
while."
The last time unemployment has
been belOw 7.5 per cent was in
December 1974 when it was 7.2 per cent.
Jobless rates among ,most of, the
worker groups in the labor force were
relatively unchanged last month with
the exception of blacks whose unem-
ployment rate fell 1.2 per cent to 12.5
per cent. Much of the improvement was
among adult women, the government
said.
Joblessness among blacks is now
down narly 2 percentage points from
last September's peak of 14.4 per cent.
A $450,000 grant to renovate the
National Hotel Building has been
denied to the City of Murray, according
to City Planner Dan Grimes.
Grimes said the federal grant, from
the Housing and Urban Deve4opment
Department was placed 44th on a list of
many protects .at Kentucky, and only
the top 21 were funded.
"We thought we had a foot in the door
for getting this funded," Grimes said,
"but nobody • in West Kentucky got a
dime," from the discretionary funds.
The building was to be used for public
housing, for low income families, not
just senior citizens.
Grimes said the city will "try again
next year," and continue efforts to get
the funds necessary for the renovation,
•
TV LISTINGS EXPANDED
Today's edition of The Murray
Ledger & Times contains an ex-
nded version of our regular
weekly television schedules and
highlights.
In addition to the regular
schedules, which have been ex-.
panded to include WSM, Channel 4,
we have attempted to provide
highlights on all television movies
for the coming week as well as
highlights of all sports programs. •
Also -included in the guide are
schedules for MSU-TV, cable
channel 11, WKMS-FM MSU
radio), and the Kentucky
Educational Television network.
, Reader reaction to the expanded „
TV schedules are invited by the
editor.. The schedules and highlights
can be found on pages 10and
Stall Photo by David Pill
Self'
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To Marry In June
Miss Deborah Kaye Bolls
Mrs. Inez Bolls, 1109 South Sixteenth Street, Murray, an-
nounces the engagement of her daughter, Deborah Kaye, to
Heger Key Fain of Houston, Texas, formerly of Murray, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain of Murray RouteSeven.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Murray High School and
tins also been in the United States Navy.
Mr. Fain is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School
is presently employed by Birdwell Division of
ography Service Corporation of Houston.
AJune wedding has been planned.
gamma XrChriprer-To
1:lold Special Reunion _
:t Gamma Xi chapter of Alpha
gamma Delia Fraternity will
boId its International Reunion
tiay on Saturday, April 10. The
?ibapter - will also be
t.elebrating its Tenth
?Anniversary on the Murray
;State campus that day.
) The alumnae and un-
Idergraduates will be hostesses
2.0 Mrs. Patricia Johnston
Treadwell, Province ‘"rilIT..
4-)resident, and Mrs. Jean
Warmbrodt Springer,•
Zrovince VIII Vice President.
The 'day will start with an
open house in the chapter
room in Swann Hall the
Panhellenic Building) on
campus beginning at 9:00 a.
m. and will continue until
around 11:00. The House
Association has done quite a
bit of redecorating during the
Ladies
Shape Up To Be
Counted In This
Spring
past two years, and all
alumnae are invited to come,
renew aquantances, and see
the changes in the room.
A buffet luncheon will be
held in the Water-field Student
Union Building ballroom at
11:30 a. m. The cost of the
meal will be $4.25 per person,
and may be paid there.
Special tables will be set up
for the Past Presidents and
charter members. An
Alumnae Initiation will be
held immediately following.
the luncheon in the chpater
MOM.
Any area member of Alpha
Gamma Delta is invited to
attend the celebration.
Reservations should be made
by April 8, with Mrs.. Bobby
Martin, 1618 Kirkwood Drive,
Murray, Ky. 42071.





Call 753.0129 or 753-9139
EXTRA SPECIAL
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The wedding vows of Miss
Barbara Marie Riley and
Bobby Gene Scott were
solemnized on Friday, March
19, at seven p.m. at the
Pleasant -Valley Church of
Christ with Bro. Connie Wyatt
'performing the double ring
candlelight ceremoky.
Members of the wedding
party stood under a wrought
iron arch flanked by candies.
A program of nuptial music
was presented.
The bride is the daughter of
Billy Howard Riley.. of
Mayfield RouteFive and Mrs.
Charles Bean of Murray Route
Six'. Her grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. William Fuller of
South Fulton, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. William Riley of
Mayfield Route Five. . Her
great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Robertson of
Farmington.
The groom is the son of Mrs.
Burt Jonei and the grandson
of Con Scott, both of Murray
Route Eight.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her cousin, Bro.
James West, was lovely in her
white floor length wedding
gown designed with a lace
train and long sleeves with
lace and self covered buttons.
Her Pip length veil of illusion
was attached to her head
piece. She -tarried a lace
covered Bible topped with a
white orchid surrounded with
_white carnations.
Miss Teresa Jones, sister of
the groom. was the maid of
honor. Her bridesmaids were
Miss Sheila Evans and Miss
Antoniette Elkins. They wore
blue floor length dresses and
picture hats of the same color.
Each of the attendants carried
a long stemmed white car-
nation with blue ribbon.
The flower girl was Miss
Lisa Jones, sister of the
groom, who wore a floor
length blue dress and carried
a basket filled with rose
petals. •
Russell Riley, brother of the
bride, Was best man:'
Groomsmen were Sammy
Tucker and Ricky Cherry. The
men all wore pale blue
tuxedoes and had white
carnation boutonnieres.
Mrs. Bean, mother of the
bride, and Mrs. Jones, mother
of the groom, both wore lovely
floor length dresses and had
corsages of white carnations.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the
home of the bride's stepfather
and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bean.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a lace cloth and
centered with the special
three tiered wedding cake
which was served with punch,
nuts, and mints.
Mrs. Jimmy Knight, Mrs.
Billy Ferguson, and Mrs.
James West served the cake
and punch.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip
and are now residing with his
grandfather, Con Scott,
Murray Route Eight. The
bride is a junior at Calloway
County High School. The
groom, a 1975 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
is employed by the Palace and
DeVanti's.
Wade Undetwok MTN Noir,
Named As Executive Secretary
Of Ohio Edusation Associatiffl
COLUMBUS, Ohio—Wade
Underwood, son of the late toll!.
and Mrs. Ernest Underwood.
of Murray, has been named
Executive Secretary of the
85,000-member Ohio
Education Association (OEA).
Underwood, 40, was selected
for the post by the OEA
Executive Committee at its
regular Marsh meeting held
here. He will succeed Stayner
F. Brighton, who is retiring
from the OEA on September 1.
Brighton has been the OEA
Executive Secretary -since
1967.
When he assumes the pestaf--
executive secretarli;."
Underwood will be responsible
for the overall direction of the
Association staff in the im-
plementation a policies and
programs established by the
state teachers association.
OEA activities include such
functions as: assistance at the
local negotiations table;
processing of grievances;





Columbus. has some 170 full-
time employees in 31 offices
situated around the state.
A mathematics teacher in
the Akron City. Schools,
Underwood is now serving his
second term as president of
the OEA. During his term as
president, he has worked
closely- with the legislative.
program of the Association
and has served on a number of
statewide committees such as




/Underwood was a member
of the OEA Executive Com-
mittee before being elected
president-elect . of the
Association in 1972.
His entire teaching career
has been in the Akron City
Schools where he taught
mathematics at Kenmore
High School, Garfield High
School -end- Goodrich Junior
.High- 'School. Underwood
.began his Akron teaching
assignment in 1957.
He served as chairman of
the Akron Education
Association (AEA ) salary
committee and was chief
negotiator for the AEA. He
was president of the AEA for
six years and for four of those
six years was a full-time of-
ficer of the association.
A native of Murray, Ky., he
obtained his bachelors degree
and masters degree from
Murray State College. He is
currently a doctoral candidate
at the University of Akron.
Underwood, his wife Jean
and three daughter-
-3—Elizabeth, Mary' Jane and
Catherine—live at 1014 West
Comet Road, Clinton, which is
south of Akron.
Diivid Abbott, a New
Carlisle-Bethel teaeher and
chairman of the committee
which screened and in-
terviewed candidates for the
IDEA post, said that Under-
wood has a thorough
knowledge of the total
operation of the OEA and its
vast service program to
membefs."
Abbott added that Under-
wbod's "extensive work as a
negotiator, president of a
large city teachers- association
and officer of the OEA has
provided a wealth of ex-
perience in the diverse _ac-
tivities of the Association. He
has a clear understanding of
the needs of Ohio educators
who expect the..0EA to remain
a strong voice in speaking out
for the schools and teachers of
this state."
Napoleon Cheese
It's true! Camembert first
came to the attention of
cheeselovers during the time
of Napoleon. Mme. Marie
Harel, a dairy-maid of the
Department of Onie, in north-
western France, was its
creator. The cheese was
served to Napoleon as he was
dining a local inn. He gave
the cheese its name and In-
sisted that the maker of this
product be presented to him
Marie Harel became the most
famous citizen of Camembert.
Today, this cheese is made in
the United States in com-
mercial volume and excellent
quality.
CHEESE IS CHEAPER
Save money by serving a
vt;'griabfe csserole with
cheese sauce occasionally
instead of a more expensive
meat and potatoes meal


















By Abigail Van Buren
1,976 by Cliscitio T ntown• N t Peers Sync) Inc
DEAR ABBY:.I am writing to you in desperation. After
six years of marriage my husband just walked off and left
me. I feel like my whole world is falling apart.
One day three months ago I came home and discovered
that he had moved out, lock, stock and barrel. I nearly went
out of my mind.
Two weeks later he called to say that he was living out of
town and was involved with another woman, but that he
didn't want a divorce.
He comes in town once a week to see me. We go out
together and he supports me. (He's a musician.) He says he
still loves me but he doesn't want to live with me or stop
seeing me.
Abby, I don't want a once-a-week husband, but I don't
want to lose him. My friends tell me that I'm a fool and that
as long as I give him his freedom to come and go, he'll never
come back to me permanently.
Should I give him an ultimatum? I still love him. Please
tell me what to do.
OUT OF MY MIND
DEAR OUT: Do nothing in haste. The worst mistake a
woman can make is to give her husband an ultimatum if she
isn't ready to accept the consequences. If you still love him,
hang in there, and in time you will know what to do.
DEAR ABBY: My boss thinks he's perfect. I've worked
for him for 11 years and have -ahvays automatically
corrected his mistakes without calling them to his attention.
Lately, whenever I make a mistake and he catches it, he
will call my attention to it with scorirand derision. I dislike
this. After all, if I did my work exactly as he inieructed me,
there would be literally 20 times the mistakes.
Would you advise me to point out all of his mistakes so
that he would realize how many he makes?
SECRETARY
DEAR SEC: No. Continue to correct his mistakes
automatically and without comment -- that's what you're
being paid to do. However, do let him know that you resent
the "scorn and derision."
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I both smoke. We have
smoked for years and realize that we have set a Bad example
for our daughter, 14, but we can't quit now. We know for a
fact that our daughter smokes, but we refuse to give her
permission to smoke in •our home.
To compound our problem, my mother-in-law (who also
smokes) agrees with the child. She claims that we are wrong
in making a "sneak" out of the child. She insists that we
allow our daughter to smoke in front of us and has even
given her cigarettes.
I disagree and am appalled by my mother-in-law's
attitude Is there a solution?
WITHHOLD OUR NAMES
DEAR WITHHOLD: Your mother-in-law would have
made a perfect serpent in the garden of Eden. The obvious
solution to your problem is for you and your wife to quit
smoking. And for goodness' sake, as long as your daughter
is a minor and you have anything to say about it, do not
give her permission to smoke in yciur home—or out of it'
Hate to v‘rite letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills._ Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a_
- long, ailT-addressed, stamped (26 t) envelope.
ale
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Dr. James W. Hammack Speaks At
Special Luncheon Held By UDC
Chapter At The Oingles` Home
Guest speaker at the special popcorn and molasses
luncheon held by the J. N. cookies.
Williams Chapter of the Mrs. John J. Livesay,
United Daughters of the chapter president, led the
Confederacy at the home cif pledge of allegiance to the
Mrs. Fred Gingles was Dr. American and Kentucky flags
James — W. Hammack, and the salute to the Con-
associate professor of the federate flag. Mrs. Leonard
Department of History at Vaughn read the minutes and
Murray. State University. Mrs. W. Z. Carter gave the




recollections of an early
Columbus, Miss., UDC
Chapter, Dr. Hammack
described in detail the parties
and balls which celebrated the
period immediately after
secession with all the
elaborate foods and drinks
served by hostesses, and the
fancy costumes won by the
Soutilten Bells.
As the war continued, said
Dr. Hammack, parties still
were - given with all the
unquenchable gay spirit of the
southern people, but the
refreshments served had
generally shrunk to bowls of
financial report.
Miss Maude Nance, state
UDC president, appealed for
support of the UDC magazine.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher gave'
the invocation prior to the
serving of the luncheon by
Mrs. Gingles. Each dish was
prepared in the same manner
as the ancestors prepared it
before the invention of stoves
when cooking was done on
fireplaces.
Others present were Mrs. J.
0. Chambers, Mrs. Sydney S.
McKinney, Mrs. Neva Waters,
Mrs. Melas Linn, Mrs. E. W:
Riley, Mrs. Lois Sammons,
Mrs. Melvin Cayce, Mrs. ,
Douglas Shoemaker, and
Halene Visher.
Dr. Roy Hatton Guest Speaker At
DAR Meeting At The Sturm Home
Dr. Roy Hatton, associate
professor of the Department
of History at Murray State
University, spoke on "George
Washington The Man" at the
meeting of ,the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the -American
Revolution held at the home of -
Mrs. Paul Sturm.
The speaker described the
character of America's hero
emphasizing his human
tributes, illustrated by in-
cidents in his early life. Dr.
Hatton said Washington was
probably the only man of his
time who could have held
together the diverse elements
of the revolutional army and
succeeded in leading them to
victory.
"I do not believe in the
present trend toward tearing
down ow- great men of the
past. - They were great men 
probably the greatest ever
before or since gathered-
together with a single purpose
or goal to achieve the in-
dependence of our count,g,"
Dr. Hatton said.
Miss Maude Nance, vice.
regent, _Introduced the
speakei.- Mrs. John J.
Livesay, regent, presided,
Mrs. Max Hurt led the DAR
ritual, Mrs. John A. Nance
gave the financial report, and
Mrs. Leon Grogan read the
minutes and gave a National
Defense report.
Coffee and cake were served
by Mrs. Sturm. Also present
were Mesdames James Byrn,
Price Doyle, Clifton Key,
Corinne McNutt, Wells
Pardom, Sr., Roy Hatton, Dr.
Helen Visher, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, and Miss Pattie
Allbritten.
SA TI 'RD AY & SUNDAY 2:30p. In.
"Alice In A New Wonderland"
—Plus--
"The White Mane" - Both (G)
— All Seats l c°
Thru Apr. 15
7'20,9:20 2 30Sat , Sun
Its cash for keeps









tote Show Fri.-Set. 1440
"Lovo.Garnes" (X) 18 or Over Only


























































Miss Mary Bethe Sharp
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Sharp of Lexington announce the
engagement of their daughter, Mary Bethe, to Lt. Paul G.
Bryant, son of Col. John Bryant and Dr. Pauline G. Bryant,
formerly of Murray.
Miss Sharp is a graduate of Tates Creek High School,
Lexington, and is a student at the University of Kentucky. She
is employed by Shillitos.
U. Bryant is a graduate of Murray High School and the
University of Kentucky where he received a Bachelor's
Degree in political science. He is presently stationed at
Williams Aft-Force Base, Arizona.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, April 10, at 1:30
p.m. at Crestwood Christian Church, Lexington.
Murray High Performance
Sale!



























_ Friday , April 2
Memorial services for the
late Dr. Martin Luther King
will be at Mt. Horeb Free Will
Baptist Church at 7 : 30 p.m.
Saturday, April 3
Blue Grass State CB Club
will have a potluck supper at
the Ellis Center at five p.m.
Interested persons are invited
and call Shirley Kurtz for
information.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution siill
meet at the home of Miss
Maude Nance at 1:30 p.m.
with Dr. Harry Sparks as
speaker.
Saturday, April 3
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a potluck supper, cake
walk, and dance at the Car-
man Pavillion, College Farm
Road, at 6:30 p.m.
VFW Post No. 5638 will meet
at Triangle Inn at noon.
Saturday, April 3
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. & A. M. will meet at seven
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Bake and rummage sale will
be held by Senior Missionary
Group of Chestnut Grove A.
M.E. Church at the building
by U-Tote-Em in Hazel
starting at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday. April 4
Annual Missionlry Day
program will be at Chestnut
Grove A. M. E. Church, Hazel,
at 2:30 p. in.. with Rev. Drev,
as speaker. Refreshments will-
be at 1 30p. ni
Sunday, April 4
Western Kentucky Alpha
Delta Pi Alumni Chapter will
meet at the ADP room
'Murray State University, at
three p.m. For information
call 753-9349.
Wranglers Riding Club will
sponsor a horse show at two
p.m. at the riding pen. .
Sunday, April 4
Blood River Baptist Church
will have its Monthly singing
at two pm.
Gospel singing will be held
at Oak Grove Baptist Church
at two p.m.
Time Apart will be held by
Paris District United
Methodist Women at Henry,
Tenn,, from 2 : 30 to four p.in.
Monday, April 5
Murray-Calloway County
Retired Teachers will meet at
eleven a.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
parking lot to go to the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks
for a potluck luncheon.
Chapter M of PEO will meet
at the home of Mrs. George
Hart at 2:30 pm. with Mrs. L
J. Hortin cohostess and Mrs.
Harry Sparks program
leader.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Recovery. Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Bulas Wilson.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church will meet at
Fellowship Hall at 3:30 p.m.
I.ottie Moon Group of
Baptist Women of First
Church will,..tneet in, Adult Ill_
Department at 6:15 p.-rti and
Kathleen Jones Group in
church parlor at seven p.m
prior to the revival at 7.30
p.m.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at one p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
Tuesday, April 6
. Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Lela Dowdy at
1:30 m.




Activities for the Senior
Citizens Groups of Murray
and Calloway County have
been planned for the coming
week.
The Kirksey Senior Citizens
will meet Monday at one pin
at the Fellowship Hall of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
The Lynn Grove Senior
Citizens will meet Wednesday,
April 7, at 1:30 p.m. at the
home of Jan Maddox,
director.
Miss Ginger Duninan of the
-.Horne Economics Department
of Murray State University
will speak at both the Kirksey
and Lynn Grove meetings.
Macrame and flower pot
hangers will be lessons at both
groups. For information call
753-8193 or 753-0929. .
The Murray Senior Citizens
will meet Tuesday at ten a.in.
at the Ellis Center with the
devotion at 10:05 a.m., sack
lunch at 11:45 a.m., band
practice at 12:30 p.m., and
square dance lessons at 2 : 15
p.m.
Mary Jane ,Howard will
teach the first in a series of
first aid lessons at 10:30 a.m....,
Lessons will also be on April
13, 20, apd 27. The first lesson
will be a short introduction to
first aid including heart at-
tatk, stroke, and choking.
Bowling will be Wednesday,
April 7, at 1:30 p.m. at Cor-
vette. Lanes. _ •
Thursday the Ellis Center
will open at ten a.m. with
lunch at noon and table games
at one p.m.
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher of
Murray State will speak on
The Metric System" at 10:30
a.m.
A special program featuring
Minnie Pearl and the Swing
and Sway Band will be held at
seven p.m. on Friday, April 9,
at the Ellis Center. ThepUblic,
is invited. No admission
fnarge but a donation will be
taken.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30






Association will have a
potluck luncheon at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Harry M.
Sparks on Monday, April 5.
Members and interested
persons will meet at eleven
a.m. at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ for
arrangement of tran-
sportation.
Special guests will be Leon
Smith, president of the state
organization, Dolly Gillihan,
Kevil, past district president,




St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will meet
Tuesday, April 6, at one p.m.
in Gleason Hall with Anna
Szychulda and Flo Schlueter
as hostesses. • : -
Theresa Burke will present
a Lenten program on "How
Penance Was Observed, in the
Early History of the Church."
Members Will attend the
eleven -a.m. Mass on Sunday,
April 4.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
William Jackson of Murray




Mrs. Lottie Watson of





FOR SATURDA Y.APRIL, 3, 1676 '
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
Place obligations before
desires, but do make tune for
recreation and relaxation.
Understanding and cooperation
with others will be your key to
happy satisfaction.
TAURUS
{ Apr. 21 to May 21)
A day when you can sit back
and rest on your laurels - with
warm gratification_ Hours after
noon splendid for social in-
terests.
GEMINI n•9`"
May 22 to June 2H
You may have been dwelling
too long and too seriously on job
matters. Seek out your gayest
and most amusing companions
and indulge in a bit of fun for a
change.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Don't slacken your efforts
because others are in a
frivolous mood. Consider your
own interests -- especially now
when influences stimulate new
Ideas for improving your status.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23, .124:4A
An unexpected invitation to
an evening get-together holds
some interesting surprises. Just
what you need'
' VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Follow up a potentially good
tip you once brushed aside -
but not impulsively or un-
prepared. For best results, you
MUST have a plan.
LIBRA
eri-A
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Misunderstanding's likely in
'unexpected areas. Counteract
with your innate poise, tact and
a sincere desire to clear the air
SCORPIO
Wet_ 24_to Nov. 22.1
Mixed influences. You- -/Bay
encounter some frustrating
situations during the a.m., but
the tide will turn,in your favor
later in the day.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Caution and conservatism
stressed. Above all, avoid
persons who are impulsively
taking risks.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan_ 20
As with many others, some
unusual situations indicated. In
all dealings, be direct Avoid
devious tactics or approach,
.and' give others the benefit of
any doubt._
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If you take minor annoyances
in stride, as Aguarians usually
do, you should enjoy your day.
Chosen goals are nearer.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Your personal ambitions may
be dependent on some trends
_ indicated in the day's Bevis.
Adjustnierfts are bound' to
follow.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with unusual stamina,
terrific enthusiasm, a keen
mentality, vivid imagination
and a gift for leadership. A
lover of literature and jour-
nalism, you could excel at
either; could also succeed in
music -- more as an entertainer,
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Be sure to register each day for the




Wed - Turquoise Ring
Thurs. - Sandals
Fri. - Summer Purse















































































Walter L. Apperson, publisher
Guest Editorials
The Murray Ledger & Times
Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, nc.
R. Gene McCutcheon, editorI 
Men, What We
Have Here...
When office machinery first
came into being, it was the per-
son, rather than the device,
that was termed a typewriter.
For reasons that have since
been lost, or perhaps misfiled,
the term shifted to the
typewriter itself from the
writer who typed. This was no
simple matter because there




prog e • through a variety of
job- iated appellations
typ , retypists, secretaries,
ex cutive secretaries,
Business Mirror
secretafiei to the executtve
secretaries and so on.
With such ah advance it is
probably not seemly that the
same old machine be stuck with
the same old name, typewriter.
That is why, we suppose, a new
model, electrically motivated,
with a power return, a paper in-
jector, a touch selector and a
carriage loading ribbon, is not
a typewriter at all any more.
What is it? It is a "Corn-
murifEator,'-with a-Caiiital C.
We await personnel depart-
ment's search for an Executive
Communicator.




AP Business Analyst •
NEW YORK (AP) — While the most
popular stock market indicator, the
Dow Jones index of 30-industrial stocks,
has risen about 75 per cent from its low
point on Dec. 6. 1974, many top
executives are hardly satisfied.
Their feeling is like that of a lot of
other Americans who, upon reading the
good news about an economy once
again moving forward, are inclined to
think that they are excepted. They want
to be included.
The big surge in stock prices, they
say, has been concentrated in the bluest
of the blue cnips, leaving hundreds of
other substantial companies in a very
black mood.
The vast majority of companies are
still experiencing difficulty in at-
tracting attention to their shares, said
C.V. Wood, Jr., chairman of the
-10 Years Ago
A proposed science complex has been
planned at Murray" State University.
The new complex includes, the present
science building plus a new-wing.
A widespread woodlands fire was
fought for hours yesterday in the
Cherry Corner Area of Calloway
County.
Elected as class favorites at
Calloway County High School were
Carol Taylor and Jimmy Kelly,
seniors; Lee Ann Lampe and Henry
Armstrong, juniors; Jennifer Erwin
and Roger Joseph, sophomores; Vicki
Hopkins pnd Craig Calhoun, freshman.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Mason of
Folmosdale announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Ellen lidsC to William E.
Collie, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie
of Murray.
Kay Hughes, Carolyn Wells, Dianne
West, Linda Emerson, Vickie
Crawford, and Margaret Tucker are
— pledges of Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority
at Murray State University.
20 Years Ago
Harold Beaman was presented the
Key Man Award for the past year by the
Murray Jaycees at the anniversary
banquet held at the Kenlake HoteL
Deaths reported include W. L. Story,
age 76, Tom Orr; age 85, J. E. I Elmoi
Siedd, ag_e_66, and Matthew Russell, age
63.
John Quertittnous, president, will
preside at the meeting of the Murray
Country Club to be held April 9 at the
Calloway County Circuit Court Room.
Mesdames Paul Biddle, Henry
Hargis, Edwin Thurmond, H. Glenn
Doran, James R. Allbritten, T. H.
Clack, H. W. Wilson, Clarence Roh-
wedder, Gingles Wallis, Howard Tit-
sworth, Richard Farrell, C. C: Lowry,
Robert 0. Miller, Max H. Churchill.,
Mile Jackson, Paul T. Lyles, George
Kimball, Jim Ed Diuguid, Dewey
I ampkins, Jr., and Ortis Key are
members of the Mother Singer Chorus
of the Murray High Sch000l Parent-
Teacher Association.
Committee of Publicly Owned Corn-
panjes, of which 667 chief executives
are members.
In material prepared for the Senate
Finance Committee, Wood. who is
president of McCulloch Oil Corp., called
attention to what he said was a con-
tinued flight of small investors from the
equity markets.
It is those investors, the committee
believes, who provide the backbone of
financing for some of the second and
third tier companies — substantial,
profitable companies that somehow
don't attract the big institutional funds.
The institutions, it seems, choose to
concentrate their money in the
"establishment" companies, a good
many of which are included in the
compilations that make up the popular
industrial average.
Odd-lot trading — which is trading in
units of less than 100 shares, and which
is supposed to be indicative of small
investor activity — has not picked up in
the most recent rally, despite a general
upsurge in volume.
In February, Wood said, investors
sold 1,1.2 million shares in odd-lots, and
bought only 4.9 million shares. And
something of the sort has been going on
in mutual funds also, with redemptions
running uncomfortably high.
The committee long has urged
Congress to change the tax laws to
encourage more participation by in-
dividual investors. It urgently seek!:
along with other groups, a reduction of
the double tax on corporate dividends.
The committee also seeks a $1,000
capital gains exclusion on securities
transactions, and encouragement of
employe stock-ownership plans as a
means to broaden the shareowner base,
which surveys show has been
shrinking.
The problem, however, might not be
entirely related to taxes. Some students
of stock market activities feel they
detect a fundamentally changed at-
titude in small investors, both toward
the market itself .and to the future in
general.
Many of these investors were vic-
timized by the wild up-down churning of
the market in the late 1960s and are
determined not to be caught again.
Some of them seem to be less confident
of vigorous, uninterrupted economic
growth.
What this seems to indicate is that the
individual investor, burned a few times
but possessed- of essential common
sense, is still inclined to play it-safe for
a while more. He wants more




In Barcelona, Manuelo itigiza has
lost his job as a waiter in a Spanish
hotel, after the management learned
that he was "engaged" to two English,
four American, six German and eight
Dutch girls. And he had forgotten to tell
them all he already had a wife and
,three children.
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TV Hits New tow
By Mike Brandon
Television in America hit a new all- ,„
time low Thursday night, though the
Neilsen Ratings may disagree.
It's bad enough for children to be
exposed to movies like the
Slaughterhouse Five. Okay. So turn the
channel and you find one of the regular
weekly shows with this week's segment
being about rape.
And then of course as the last resort.
Helter Skelter. The loveable story of a
young fellow named Charles Manson
who got his girls together and told them
he was Jesus Christ and then set about
on a sex-murder escapade, which will
be continued tonight in the concluding
two-hour segment.
At one point Thursday night, every
show on the three major networks had
on at the same time programs whose
producers suggest "parental guidance"
before letting the children watch.
The simple truth is there is a direct
correlation between violence on
television and our reaction to violence
when we see it in real life.
We see so much violence on television
that we no longer are affected by it in
real life situations. That is one reason
read in papers every now and then
where someone is beaten to death on a
city street while a crowd of people just
stand and watch, without doing
anything to help.
Television has done more to destroy—
the morals of our nation than any one
singular thing.
This suggestion is offered: Perhaps
parents should be required to get
consent from their children before
atching television.
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr H, C.CHILES
Based on cops righted °alines produced tt, the
the Uniform Series and used Di permission
TIIE BASIS or JUDGMENT
Matthew 25:31-46
When Christ conies again, for the
purpose mentioned in this lesson, it wfif
be in the role of a mighty, majestic, and
;- glorious King and Judge. When he
comes in his glory and power, the holy
angels will accompany him, and he •
shall sit upon his great and glorious
throne in ineffable splendor.
The Division—Matthew 25:31-33
Christ clearly indicated that, on the .
occasion 'of the great assize mentioned.
here, the Judge will be -the I Son of
Man," his favorite title, and the one
which he used seventy-eight times
when referring to himself. That
judgment has been committed to him is
conclusive from his statement: "For
the Father judgeth no man, but hath
committed all judgment unto the Son"
(John 5:22).
God continuously watches over his
chosen people, who have been scattered
because of their unbelief, and he will
not hold guiltless those who harm them.
With unerring accuracy the righteous
judge will separate into two groups
those who have done good to the
brethren and those who have done evil
to them, just as a shepherd separates
the sheep from the goats at the close of
the day. He will place the former on his
right—the place of honor, power and
blessing, and will place the latter on his
left—the place of dishonor and con-
demnation. God has repeatedly
punished "His people," but he does not
want others to persecute them. Earthly
parents can understand this, for they
frequently punish their children, but
they will not permit others to do so.
The Declaration—Matthew 25:34-45
Speaking to those on the right, the
Judge will Invite them to "inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world," and enjoy all
the benefits connected therewith, all of
which were made available by Christ.
This gracious invitation will be ex-
tended to them because of their
relationship to and attitude toward
Christ. The commendation and ap-
preciation, which they will receive, will
be expressions of gratitude for what
they have done for him—feeding him,
giving him drink, welcoming him as a
Letter To The Editor
Appreciate Support
Dear Editor:
Please allow us to express our deep
appreciation to the Murray Ledger &
Times for the excellent coverage of out-
Blue & Gold Banquet. Also the monthly
coverage of our pack meetings. We
have started a scrap book and these
news clips will be cherished for years.
A special thanks goes to the following
individuals: Mr. Nick Krafchik.
manager, and Mrs. Maxine McClemore
designer, Shirley Florist & Garden
Center for the lovely floral designs; Mr
Thomas Bailey for doing such a great
job of getting photographs Of all the
scouts and leaders, and to Bunny Bread
Co. for our rolls.
Our thanks also goes to Mr. Bob
Hopkins, District Commander who has
helped us in many ways and to Doug
Crafton for sha ing his experience as
an Eagle Scout to our Cubs and
Webelos.
Since this is our first year we are
extremely proud of our adult leaders
and the above mentioned people for
making our Banquet an experience our







stranger, clothing him, and visiting him
when he was sick and in prison. Not
knowing when they did these things for
the Messiah, and astonished at his
,remarks, they will inquire, "Lord,
when did these things take place?"
Then, "the King shall answer and say
unto them, Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these my brethren,.ye have
done it unto me." In other words, a
splendid way to minister unto Christ is
to minister to the spiritual, intellectual,
emotional, and physical needs of
others, And remember that ministering
to the needs of others is both an
evideence and a fruit of salvation, but
never a condition on which one may
obtain salvation. If rendered from a
heart of love and with a desire to be
• helpful, service to others will be
.counted as service to Christ. Christi* _
People take delight in- forgetting
themselves in loving service to those
who need it. ,.
It is God's will that present-day
Christians, whom he has blessErtfinth
so many spiritual blessings and so
many material possessions, shall
minister to those who need what they
have to share. To refuse to do so is to
disobey and grieve the heavenly
Father. When we lovingly minister to
God's children, it is as though we are
ministering unto him. What a splendid
revelation of the reality of his iden-
tification with true believers! Their
needs and their sufferings are his. So,
we prove our love for Christ, or the lack
of it, by what we do toward meeting the
needs of others. If done out of love for
and in the name of Christ, faithfully
ministering to the needs of others will
result in our being rewarded by him.
The Destiny—Matthew 25:46
One's destiny is determined by his
acceptance or rejection of Christ as
Saviour. Those who trust him as
Saviour will spend eternity in heaven
with the righteous. Those who reject
Christ will spend eternity in hell with
Satan and his followers. Let those of us
in whom Christ now dwells strive to
please him by demonstrating a growing
concern for the salvation and well-
being of others.
_further into the state of depression that
they were already in. It also affects old
people in the treatment that they get
from other age groups, and they(
themselves become resigned and do not
try to get out of this condition that
society has told them that they are in.
Heartline: What has Media Watch
been able to do about this so far?
Mrs. Bragger: The executive board
of The National Msociation of
Broadcasters voted on June 19, 1975 to
amend the N.A.B. television code to
include the word "age" in its sensitivity
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, April 2, the 93rd day
of 1976. There are 273 days left in the
year. r
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, President
Woodrow Wilson asked Congress to
declare war on Germany. He declared
that the world must be made safe for
democracy.
On this date—
In 1792, Congress established the U.S.
Mint,
In 1865, during the -Civil War, Con-
federate President Jefferson Davis and
most of his cabinet fled from Rich-
mond, Va.
In 1682, the outlaw, Jesse James, was
shot and killed by a member of his gang
- -in St. Joseph, Mo.
•-. In 1932, Charles Lindbergh turned
over $50,000 to an unidentified man in a
Bronx, N.Y., cemetery as ransom for
his kidnapped, son.
In 1944, Soviet forces entered
Romania during World War H.
In 1947, the United Nations assigned
the United States as a trustee of Pacific
islands formerly held by Japan under
mandate.
Ten years ago: The worst blizzards in
20 years swept northern England,
causing death and hardship.
Five years ago: U.S. unemployment
climbed back to a rate of six per cent
after a two month decline.
One year ago: President Ford ruled
out any American bombing to aid South
Vietnam's collapsing armed forces.
-.Today's birthdays: Actor Alec
Guinness is 62. Television actor and
producer Jack Webb is 56.
Thought for today: War is little more
than a catalogue of mistakes and
misfortunes. — Sir Winston Churchill,
1874-1965.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, President John
Hancock of the Continental Congress
congratulated George Washington on
the British evacuation of Boston,
writing: =The patriotic principles
.._ which led you to the field, have also led
you to glory."
OPINION PAGE'
Page 4 —Friday Afternoon, April 2, 1976
-
This is the second part of a two-part guidelines 'pertaining to sex, race and
interview with Lydia Bragger, the color. This amendment, which applies
National Coordinator of the Gray—to people of all ages, was the result of a
Panthers Media Watch. presentation made to the board by the
Heartline: How do you think the fact Gray Panthers Media Watch corn-
that T.V. displays the image that old is mittee. We are, at this time, developing
bad affects all of us that watch T.V.? guidelines for other Media Watch
Mrs. Bragger: There are many groups to monitor other television
people affected by this. Middle age shows. All networks are guilty, and
people watch this and think this is what even though C.B.S. was our first con-
they're going to be like. Young people tact, we intend to contact them all and
old present a good case using transcriptswatch and think that this is the way
people are. Many old people actually and videotapes.
accept these images and sink even Heartline: Do you feel that youtave
created a state of_awarenPcs, or opened
any eyes at C.B.S.?
Mrs. Bragger: Yes, I feel that
C.B.S.'s vice president of program
practices, Tom Swafford, is concerned
about our objections.  We feel we have
made some headway but have a long
way to go, not only with networks but
the viewers themselves. We need
support.
Heartline: Can you give us an
example of demeaning stereotyping?
Mrs. Bragger: As Maggie Kuhn
pointed out recently, the Carol Burnett
programs have been disgusting. On
nearly every show, a character comes
on stage drooling, senile and slack-
jawed. Some people do lose control of
their. mouth muscles; and it is not
funny. Carel- Burnett demeans older
people with ridiculous dialogues about
sex, implying all they can do is put their
false teeth in water at night.
Old people are shown as crotchety,
like Redd Foxx on Sanford and Son, or
meddlesome, like the grandmother on
the Jeffersons. Johnny Carson does a
great deal of -stereotyping the elderly
image in a negative vein, and there are
more. It simply should stop. We would
like to see a more positive light put on
old people.
Heartline: To sum it up what would
you say?
Mrs. Bragger: To sum up, I would
say that such unfavorable charac-
terizations of old people not only per-
petuated and reinforced prejodical
roles, but that they also contributed to
the ridicule of older citizens in their
personal lives, and the discrimination
against them, in the economic and
employment spheres. It must stop.
If you have any comments or want
more information about the Gray
Panthers Media Watch, write to Media
Watch Project, at 1841 Broadway,
Room 300, New York, New York 10023.
Isn't It The Truth
Just why should the U. S. Postal
Service pay its own way? The Defense
Department doesn't pay its way to the
tune of 90-odd billions a year and
neither do Agriculture, Interior,
Commerce," Housing, Education and
Welfare, and State. Why not make
Henry Kissinger pay his way, and both
houses of Congress, too? And by the
way — the glue on the new 13-cent
stamps doesn't taste so good. It tastes
like the postal service smells — rotten.
Bible Thought
For whom the Lord loveth he
chasteneth, and scoureeth every son
whom he receiveth. Hebrews 12:6,
Steel without tempering is low
value, and a sinner without cleans-
ing is yet a sinner.
Let's Stay Well
Some Hope In Breast Cancer Fight
Results in the treatment of
breast cancer continue tu be,
bleak, especially in the more ad-
vanced cases Surgical treat-
ment varies from simple
mastectomy (removal of only the
breast) to radical operative pro-
cedure_s (removal of the breast
pIta disiection of the lymph
nodes from the armpit, removal
of certain muscles, and prnsibly
taking out the nodes between the
ribs at the side. of the
breastbone). Such extensive
surgery, covering a wide area of
the body. is always traumatic,
and the patient usually feels she
has beeq deprived of parts of her
body essential to being a -coM-".
met, woman She may require
iupport and rehabilitation to
regain her tine of the upper limb
in the affected side, to keep her
mentally halanced, and to help




adi at ion therapy is often used to
ittempt to eradicate any re-
naining cancerous cells This
.adiatioti iw-lierted 'mg& t 441, •
Knowledge that tumor cells too
/nail to detect. mav already'
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D
have spread from the cancer to
- tegional tissues.
To return to surgical treat-
Tent, certain breast tumors
*loch have spread are stimul-
.ated in their growth by female
hormones. Castration (removal
of the ovaries) may be done to
remove the stimulating effects of
the sex hormones and to arrest
the growth of the canter cells
temporarily.
While body immunity against
cancer, similar. to immtmity
against infcrtian, is a factor in
the spread of breast tumors,
effort to increase immunity
have ot been rewarding in
mamjn ry cancer.
In recent years. the most en-
couraging results against ad-
vanced breast cancer have
Corny' from chemical therapy.
particularly in the usie cia corn
lunation of several chemicals to
which cancer cells are
especially sensitive. These
chemicals are used to kill the
celk
In a recent maw of The New
Pngland Jnurnal, of _Medicine.
,i,inni finnadonna, M 1). and as
satiates, of Milan. Italy. reported
a series of cases of advanced
breast cancer in which the mix
of three drugs
(cyclophespharnide, Methrotrex-
ate, and 5-fluorouracil -- called
"CMF for short) decreased
cancer recurrence from 24to 5.3
per cent. The anti-hunor effects
of the mix was considered by the
researchers to .tie statistically
significant, but they are Cautious
in their optimism
Breast cancer is a tough din-
ease The best hope of favorable
results is in a cage of early detec-
tion followed promptly by ap-
propriatcreatment.
Q: Mr. S.M. writes that he is
troubled periodically with
cellulitis in his upper legs and
asks whether it can be henefitted
by certain exercises.
A: Exercises are not helpful in
the treatment of cellular& In
fact, they may a4etravate the in-
flammation. Rest, hot packs. and
antibiotics are indicated when It
flares up Avoid' massage and
exercise if the area is acutelv in
named If you have not done
you should be examined by a
physician to determine why you
have a persistence of cellubtis in
the hope of being able to deter-
mine and treat the cause
4: Mrs. C.C. has a child who
occasionally requires u*.ctions
of adrenalin to relieve attacks of
asthma She wants to know if
such shots can become habit
forming or addictive.
A: Adrenalin (epinephrine)
has been used for years and has
never been reported as having
addictive properties Adrenalin
is a powerful drug which nar-
rows the arteries, increases the
pulse rate and blond pressure,
relaxes the bronchial tubes, and
lessens lung congestion. The
effects are ocashort &ration.
Adrenalin should be used
sparingly and not abused You
may want to talk to your physi-
cian abaft other available
medicines which can be inhiled
or taken hr mouth anti which
refil/efle5 All('











































































































































































































Worship Service 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7 30 p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 OOam
Evening Worship 6.30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
West Forts
Morning Worship It ;one. rn
Sunday Evening 6:00p. m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00p. m
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m
Evening Worship 6:45p. m
Northside
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11 :OD a. M.
Evening Worship 730p m.
Poplar Springs
Slorning Worship 11.004.m...
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist










Evening Worship 7.00p. m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11.00a. m
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
Flint Baptist - • '
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 45 p. m.
Cherry Corner




Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11,00a m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
Sugar Creek •
Morning Worship I) :00 a m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11.00a. m.
Evening Worship 5.30 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
Worship 1100a m.
Lon, Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00 p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30 a.m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 1000a. M.
Worship Service 11: 00 a..m.
Vesper Service m.
Coldwater -
MOr 'sing Services 11:00a. m
Evening Services 6:000.m
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11 : 00 a. in.
Evening Worship - 6:30p. •
Locust Grave
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 700 p. m.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10 00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10a. m.
Preaching 118 m & 6 p. m
Wed. 7 p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship 11 a m
Evening Worship 7 p.m_




AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE





N.Y '5 Wdrship 5.15p
Eve ling WorShip 6.00p





Morning Worship 11 00a. m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p. m.
Pentecostal
Almo Heights
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services I 1
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 1000 11. fri-
WorShip Services 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly of God
Church School 10 00 a..m,
Worship Service 11 CO/.m
United, 3 Irvan'Ave.
Sunday School 10.036. rr
Evening Worship 7 0013. rr
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10.45 am,, 7 p m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m.,7 P•nt
Church of Jesus Ctirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a.m., 4. 30p.
m. Saturday Mass 6 30 p m.
Christian Science Services, •
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray. -
Ky., Sundays 11.00 a. rn. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p m
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10 - 30 a m
Bible Lecture . 9:30a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services II a rn.,7p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9.15
Worship Hour 10:30 a. rrt:
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9.15 a. m.
Morning Worship 10.30 a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10 - 00 a m.




God's design for man is like a puzzle. We eaullot see the whole pie-
' tur-we see only the parts. AmPaut expressed i ;in I Corinthians 13:12
. "1.1mow in part-then shall I know even as I am known."
Life without Christ is like an unfinished puzzle-we cannot under-
stand it's pattern or meaning. It in totally confusing. Life is hectic
and chaotic, but with Chirst. the pieces begin to fall in place. We
begin to understand God's design foe our life. Everything begins to
fit. We begin to see the whole picture. Then our life starts to have
meaning, for we understand God's purpose for us. Life, then, will no




MiKning Worship 11 00 a.m.
E4'ening Worship 6 30 p.m
University
Morning Worship 10 30 a.m.
Evening Worship . 6 00 p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship 10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10 506.m.
Evening Worship 6 30p.m.
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service 10.40 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service 10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 -00 p.m.
Pleasant Volley
Morning Worship • 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m.
Second Street
Morning Worship 11:0011.M.
Evening Worship 3:00 p.m.
- Friendship
Sunda y School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ
bible Study 10:00
A M Worship 10:50
P M Worship 6:00
Mid Week 7:00
Coldwater
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 co p.m.
Kirks's, Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.




Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 1700 a.m. every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
Sunday School -- 548a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 am.
Oak Grove
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.













Worship Service 11 a m , let, Sun-
day. 10 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday Skil sk:
School 10 -00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United '..
worship Servict 9 30 a.m.
Sunday School 10 30 a.rn..
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10 00 cm.
Sunday School 11.00 a.m.
Independence United
Sunday School 30:02 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Kirksey United




Worship Service 11 00 a m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10.00 a.m 3rd 8. 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a m 15t & 2nd
Sunday, 11 00 a.m 3rd & 4th Sun-
day
Temple Hill United •
Morning Worship 10 00 a.m.
Sunday School 11. 00 Len.
First Methodist
Worship 8 45 8. 10 50 a.m.
Russets Chapel United
Sunday School 10 00 a.rn.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Worship Service ii 00_6 m
iiSreste-S-udy 
Lynn Grove
Worship Service . 9 45a m
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Dexter-Hardin united
Worship Service 10 00 a m
1st & ind Sundays, 11 00 a m
1st 6. 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service WOO a is, 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday:
Sunday School 11J-00. a_m. 1st
Sunday
- 00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. • 2nd
Sunday: 11:130 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 •.m. 1st, 3rd 8.
4th Sunday-. 11.00 a.m. 2nd Sunday
Wa y mon Chapel
AME Cherch
Morning Services • to as a m
Brooks Chapel United
1st & 3rd SunClay 910 a.m.
Evening 7.00 p m.
2nd & Ith Sunday 11:00 a m
tep_d&TWilng Worship
Bethel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:00a.m.
2nd & Ith Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Evening 6-00 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Evening 7:00p.m.
Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship 945 a.m.
Sunday School 10:45 a.m.
following
„
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4 'The Store For Men
. 
Open 10-6 Weekdays 10.9 Fri
Closed Sunday
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MICHELSON'S Prayer Changes Us
Not God
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lir(jf7r. e), efe44 .iir.
Bell-Air Center Mirra , K ,‘
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerroid Boyd 01101,
Complete Autornofic Transmission Service
i,C1f11 End Alignment
Complete Tune Up & Repair krVIC!
709 S ,is Srtomore
Kentweky Fitt!
• It s Finger Lchin Good-




WI in Orders 753 7101
Stok•s Tractor & Implement Co.
MASSEY FERGUSON ALES AND SEIRMICS
Indust, i•i !Load Ptsran•151-1315
Murray Electrit System
401 Olive 753-5312




Nornot-Mstodor Grenshn Jeep Pace,
Top Quality Used Cors 806 Coldwater Rd
3 Phone 753 64.4R
Murray Auto Parts
ihsviir Engines Rodeetors Repotred
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St 753 4424
Storey's Food Giant
Bel-Air Sn ,tu Center
Metal Buildings
Metal Buildings Sales 8 Service
orrAsc
'.."'"•••-.........









1608 Sunset 753 714-0
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
110$ regime , Block f of 5 , Mr Pleowe 753 1411
I Tayior -Motors, Inc.
Weis ken i, 1.. insportation Center"
'III •
,- A. POLPa' INTIFRMA.4 114 NAREISTER " 7S3-13/ 2
Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.
Larry L Mane TANN., Owners
Mausoleum Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service













s. .I.nh,r!::: nnn ..:.
Mu r ray
Phone 753 8777
The Christian Book Center
Wayne 8. Cathy Perrin Owners
Mies Rerords Music Books
C.5,;11 Supplies Gifts
27- . . -..,
Murray Livestock Co.
Sale Every Saturday all P. M. - Ph 753 5334
Nett bought dad,
Horse Sole Each 3rd Fr,doy Mph*
WM. E. Dodson, Owner
Randy Thorn • n
Service .
Air Consionsning.11eating SIPME1141199141




Tabers Body Shop, Inc.




if HOUSE BOAT RENTALS 4
Ky. Loaf State Park Prn 4" 2145
Corvette Lanes Inc.
'BOWLING •T ITS IIIIST"
1415 Matti Street lebeen• 753 2212
1
Murray Upholstery Shop
, Os 4 Modernize your furniture wtth ne.
I -----• wpftoistery -----
A Complete CAT Uphoistery Center
IL ,
.rr̀.
West Ky. Rural Telephone
P i Finks, General Manager
,.,,tliCi Genres Caffogray Marshall Carlisle Coant.ei





Flowers for all Occasions
mossy, Plants Lands( aPote






1417 oh., rt,d ""YRIE Orme', State University
,c1 ,r,4 ,601 South 4th 751 ow
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Soles-Service-Ports
Boats 8 Booting Supplies
Hwy 04 I /53 37341
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
H ighest Cash Prices for Corn, Wisest IL Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr. E. W. Outland Stint
Phone 753-8220
Ward-Elkins
RCA VI(T0i . :',IDAIRE-MAY 1 AG




The ausie•ssinon's Choice for FIN Printing
• I,. im . ,. in int





Rt. 4 753 1717
Murray Ky





Co. and Mrs Themes Itrosen Oren•rs
RNonie 4)6 2345 and 116 5376
You, complete fire Unice (eine,
for Pas senget•TIPIRE i WEI UM
MOS Coldwater lid
. Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews Your Host
tv . are running serei elsDoily Mon Otto nett
Fri., Sat., Son T Bono Stroll Seecestl
We 17141 Ext. 1•41 - Call in Orders to 753 4419
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Me. So I NI. I. Storm Chest,.' St
753 3731 753•6655 7531715
•
Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th St. 7S 3 7 7 7 1
God Is Love
Hendon's Service Station
Mil IPS - 
et
CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
11166 PiLL lei 64 •0DUCTS
Ilase it % 5tr••t Peron* '51 191,
CONTROL
t 
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
"leery Des, Toe Demi, Lets bogs Neve
flee Wiry
100 Se 13th St. 753 3914
_.. ---...-...„...._
I. eet,-el Sanciereng TOSES 751 lits
Coro,
ellurrey's Meet Ceonakoto Destvit.t•nt store
..
, hews D. repi„, pi.
Freed Cotharn Co. Inc.
low, A. ' -' h4n•isie-Siteet pii.t.1
.1/4
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Bosox Manager Pleased With
Effort By Reggie Cleveland
BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
It was only the second losaof
the exhibition season tor
Boston, the defending
American League champions,
but Red Sox Manager Darrell
Johnson was pleased with
what he saw.
Wh#t Johnson observed was
strong pitching by starter
Reggie Cleveland, who went
,five innings, and relievers Jim
Willoughby and Tom House.
"Reggie had the best stuff
he's had all spring, but he was
up high too much," Johnson
said after-the Montreal Expos
•Drake a 3-3 tie in the top of the
'13th inning and went on to take
a 6-5 victory.
'Cleveland gave up three
runs, one unearned, on seven
hits. But he struck out five and
didn't walk a batter. The loss
was sliffered by rookie Mark
Bomback, who was tagged for
six hits in three innings.
The Red Sox came back in
the, bottom of the 13th, scoring
two runs on Butch Hobson's
double, singles by Tim
Blackwell and Cecil Cooper, a
sacrifice and an infield out.
But it was not enough.
Chicago Cubs pitcher Bill
Bonham also put on a stingy
performance, tossing a one-hit
shutout against the slugging
Oakland A's for five innings.
Bonham then yielded the A's -
only run in the sixth before
Oscar Zamora and Mike
Garman hurled hitless balls
the rest of theay. Meanwhile.,
Jose .Cardenal doubled and
scored a run, then singled.
across another as the cubs
downed Oakland 4-1. —
Baltimore's _.Mike Torrez
was sailing along with a one-
hitter, Facing the minimum 15
batters through the first five
innings -before Atlanta
erupted. -Rowland Office ane
Dave May each drove in two
runs as the Atlanta Braves
exploded for five- runs in the
sixth inning and took a 5-2
victory over the Orioles.
Jerry Martin drove in five
runs, three with a first-inning
homer, to help the
Philadelphia Phillies slam St.
Louis 16-7. When the. Cards
closed to 8-7 with three nuns in
the bottom of the sixth,
.016
Philadelphia wrapped it up
with eight runs in the ninth,
including a two-run homer by
Bobby Tolan.
The Giants were out hit 13-5,
but San Francisco came away
with a 5-3 victory as a single
by Willie Montanez and a
triple by Ken Reitz drove in
three runs in the fifth.
A bases-loaded double by
Tom Poquette in the eighth
inning lifted the Kansas City
Royals over the New York
Yankees 4-3. Jamie Quirk's
solo homer and Frank White's
R131 double accounted for the
other Kansas City runs.
Cleveland's Joe Lis' three-
run blast with two out in the
ninth sent the Indians to a 5-4
victory over Milwaukee.
The New York Mets won
their first exhibition game in
nine outings when Jerry Grote
smashed a two-run Single in
the 11th inning. The Mets
gained a 5-5 tie with two runs
in the ninth before clipping the
Cut Squad
LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) —
The Detroit Tigers made their
second major squad cut of the
spring training baseball
season Thursday, paring six
players and getting down to
31.
Sent to Tigertown for
reassignment Friday were
pitchers George Cdppuzzello,
Frank MacCorrnack and Ed
Glynn; third baseman Phil
Mankowski; shortstop Mar,k—
Wagner; and outfielder John
Valle.
All those sent down are
rookies. MacCormack was the
only non-roster player in the
group. One non-roster player
remains with the major
league club, rookie-pitcher
Mark Fidrych.
To Host Tourney -
4.- •
PALM SPRINGS, -Cahf.
(AP) — The United States will
host the World .Cup and
International Trophy Golf -
Championship in 1976 for the
fourth time, International Golf
Association officials an-
nounced Thursday.
The XXIV World Cup
Tournament will be held at
Mission Hills Country Club in
Palm Springs, Dec. 8-12 with
-two-man teams from 50
count.ses invited to compete.
Johnny Miller and Lou
Graham captured the World
Cup for the United States last
year in Bangkok, Thailand,
with Miller winning the in-
dividual honors. The winners
if this year's U.S. Open and
PGA tournaments will be
invited to represent the United
States.
Other World Cup play was
hosted by the United States in










'76 Pacer with free factory
air conditioning:
Added value is what Pacer is all about. One look
and you'll see how much more you can get in an
economy car. But now, for a limited time only
,ve've made Pacer an even greater value
rake delivery of any new '76 AMC Pacet and well
,nclude factory air conditioning at no extra cost!
'hcrt's S425—based on manufacturer's suggested
-etail brices— and ifs yours if you buy nowt Pacer
.vith free air conditioning: you couldn't ask for a
better deal—or value—in an economy car!
AMC Pacer: The first wide small car
Backed by the
AMC BUYER PROTECtION PLAN "I
Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.





for three runs in the first Thorobred Club To Hold
 AmONIMMIN
(MURRAY 1,F.MER Po TIMES)
PORTS..
rung and Jack Billingham
scattered _four hits in six in-
nings as the Reds beat the 
. •
Chicago White Sox 3-2.
Billinghorn struck out four
and walked ruane in posting the
longest string of any Cin-
cinnati pitcher this spring.
Roger Metzger's run-
scoring single capped a three-
run Houston burst in theminth
inning that gave the Astros a
5-2 victory over the Detroit
Tigers. Wilbur Howard
homered for Houston in the
fourth, while Detroit's Bill
Freehan led off both the fifth
and seventh inning with
doubles, scoring each time.
Bill Melton, Leroy Stanton
and Joe Lahoud slammed
consecutiVe home runs as the
California Angels crushed
Chapman College.
The Minnesota Twins, with
Bert Blyleven hurling six
innings of four-hit ball and
rookie catcher Butch Wynegar
scoring two, closed their
spring training camp with a 3-
0 victory over Tacoma, their
Pacific Coast League farm
club.
Final Meeting Monday
The Murray State lborobred Club, a group of loyal and
interested sports fans, will hold their final meeting of the
current shchool year on Monday night, April 5, at 6:00 p.
M. in the ballroom of the Waterfield Student Union
Building.
Highlighting the program for this final meeting will be
athletic staff. Fred Overton, head basketball coach, will
comment on the recently completed basketball seaso
and review the progress that-has been made in recruiti
this spring.
Bill Furgerson, head football coach, will info s;‘, club
members about the recent Blue/Gold sprik football
game and the overall results of spring footbaltpractice.
All the spring sports coaches will discuss the progress of
their respective sports in the spring coMpetition thus far.
Coach John Reagan will comment op-the excellent start of
his defending OVC championstOrbaseball team. Head
track coach, Bill Cornell, vutline some of the record4fir
breaking performances of fine track squad.
Head tennis coach, Beside Purcell, will review the ex-
cellent start of his mLkh improved Racer tennis squad,
and head golf coach, Buddy Hewitt, will inform club mem-
bers about another excellent Murray State"golf squad.
The final Thorobred Club meeting of the year will also
include election of new club officers of the 1976-77 year. All
club members are urged to attend this final meeting on
Monday evening in the Waterfield Student Union Building
at 6:00 p. m.
Andy Messersmith To




NEW YORK (AP) —
Testimony in the Andy
Messe'rsinith-New York
YanNees' dispute will come
today from — of all people —
Andy Messersmith.
The star pitcher will be the
;tar. witness in the cause
celebre over whether his
agent did oft didn't commit
him to the Yankees. The
hearing was to be held in the
offices of Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn who said Thur-
sday he had seen all the
documents in question.
"I can't comment on it,"
Kuhn said after Thursday's
four-hour session with
representatives of both, sides.
"Hopefully, I'll have a
decision Friday."
Messersmith, who officially
became a free agent more
than two weeks ago, has
allowed Herb Osmond, his
agent, to do the negotiating for
him.
According to today's
editions of the New York
Times, the two key differences
concern the no-cut provision
and deferred payments in the
 memorandum signed by
Ostriond and Yankee
Prsysident Gabe Paul and the
formal contract Messersmith
was later asked to sign. The
former Los Angeles Dodger
pitcher refused to sign the
contract and charged the
Yankees with reneging on the
deal.
Messersmith had wanted
the same no-cut provisidn
received by Catfish Hunter,
who gained his free agent
status from Oakland after the
1974 season and signed with
the Yankees. Under that pure
no-cut-provision, the player —
or his heirs — receive the
payments called for whether
or not he plays, such as in the
case of death.
He also told the Times from
his Newport Beach, Calif.,
home that the memorandum
and the contract failed to
agree on the 'stipulations in-
volving deferred payment.
The memorandum said the
interest would start accruing
immediately whereas the
contract said it would start it;
1980, after the four-year
contract had expired, the
Times said.
"We started out to get a
good contract," Messersmith
told the Times. "Now it's a
moral issue. If they were
interested in my services, why
did they go to the press and
blow' this thing up? Why didn't
they call me? They never
called me."
Last Sunday, in the wee
hours of the morning,
Osmond, who says he is ."just
an agent," met alone with
Yankee owner George
Steinbrenner and Paul. Weary
and according to Dick Moss,
counsel for the Players
Association, "plied with
drinks" by a generous Yankee
management, Osmond signed






The heavy Kentucky Derby
favorite Honest Pleasure
stands out in three prep races
for America's premiere horse
race Saturday as some two
dozen 3-year-old thorough-
breds seek enough credentials
to make it to the Louisville
classic May 1.
Honest Pleasure, owned by
Bertram Firestone, was
assigned 122 pounds in the
$153,400 Florida Derby at
Gulfstreani Park, the final
test in Florida for Kentucky
Derby challengers. Six of the





heeded on a collision course
toward the Kentucky Derby,
head the field in the Arkansas
Derby.
In New York, the Hirsch
Jacobs Stakes winner, Zen,
tops a probable field 01 10 in
the Gotham Mile at Aqueduct
as anottier prelude to the
1{entucky Derby.
Honest Pleasure drew the
fourth post . position in the
Florida Derby that will gross
$153,400 if all seven entries go
to the post Saturday af-
Osmond says he had no
power to bind Messersmith to
any contract. "I don't have
power of -attorney," he said.
But in any case, Osmond says
he signed a memorandum, not
a contract. He says Messer-
smith is still a free agent.
Paul, on the other hand, said
he hail a written agreement,
signed by Osmond, "to have
Andy Messersmith play this
year with the Yankees." '
He also said Osmond had
represented himself as having
the. poigtr of attorney, a legal'
device which allows an agent
' to contractually commit his
principal.
ternoon.
His chief . opposition should'
cane from Proud Birdie,
winner of the Bahamas' and
Everglades stakes kid only
second by a head, in the
Fountain of Youth Stakes.
,praulio Baeza will 1),
aboaR Honest Pleasure, the
easy winter book favorite' for
the Kentucky Derby in th- ,
final Florida classic that will
earn $92,040 for the winner.
Mickey Solomone will mount'
Proud Birdie for the first time
in this race.
Trainer Rosemary "Pinkie"
Henderson decided that Prois!
Birdie "needed a hards.
spanking than he got in the
Fountain of Youth from his
regular rider and switched
jockeys for this race. ,
In the Arkansas Derb,..
Elocutionist, is coming off
impressive victory in a mile-
plus allowance race last
Saturday and Sonkisser is
winner of both Hutcheson an;




'Chris Patton, 20, a s
center for the Univer,
Martyland basketball
died of a heart'attack ruff,
during a pickup baskoth,.
game.
Kuhn — caught in the n,ddle
of a battle that now Ø.rolves
two countries,4both pro
leagues and sre of 'the
United States:Xnost influential
politicians..:?L still is looking
for a c*ifortable seat on the
Toront6 expansion time bomb.
Karlin set the incendiary
mechanism at seven days by
announcing Thursday that the
American League may ex-
pand to Canada's commercial
capital if,, before that period
expires, the league can
provide "suitable prbvision
for Washington." If it does
not, he said, "I will consider
the applicatiori of the National
League" for a 1977 franchise.
The commissioner did not
define what --i'euitable
provision" would be and said
he did not expect an en-




outlined his position, Kuhn
admitted that "this decision
may well be disappointing in
whole or in part to all of the
parties and communities
involved."
..Ni one agreed more readily
than AL President Lee Mae-
Phail. whose opinion was that
"any attempt by the Com-
missioner to interfere is
neither just nor fair."
But there are things• Mac-
Phail and his owners may
have overlooked in making the
statement, such as the fact
..that "during the past week
political 'and civic leaders in
Washington have urged me to
take the necessary steps to
return baseball to the Nation's'
Capital. These leaders include
President Ford ...," according
to Kuhn.
Then there is Kuhn's
obligation to safeguard the
"besrinterests of baseball," a
term some find as nebulous as
the phrase "a suitable
provision for Washington."
All in a day's work, ac-
cording to Kuhn. "Sometimes,
you write things on purpnse_
that are not totally clear," Tie
sai
Kuhn Finds Himself Caught
In Middle Of Tough Problem
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer'Meanwhile, it appears
NEW YORK AP) everyone is acting as though
Baseball Commissioner Bois4. -Kuhn hadn't made a
state-we-tit Thursday.
.MacPbail said his league
"intends to go forward with its
- plans for Toronto," and Herb
Solway — attorney for the
Toronto group which seeks a
franchise-said, "This is
obviously an interleague fight
with Kuhn. We can just go
ahead with the assumption
that everything will work
itself out."
What Kuhn says has to be
worked out is "whether the
(American) League's plan of
expansion into Toronto is
permissable since it falls to
make' any provision for
.New Head Coach
NEW HAVEN ( AC) — Ed
Bettendorf was named on
Thursday head swimming
coach at Yale University, only
the third person to hold the
post at the Ivy League school
in the last 60 years.
Bettendorf, 27, is a former
captain of the Yale swimming
team and was assistant coach
of the squad for the past four
seasons.
He succeeds Phil Moriarty,
who retired as head coach
after Yale's upset of Hari,ard
Feb. 28.
Moriarty held the job 17
years after Bob Kiphuth spent
42 years in it.
baseball in Washington, D.C.
The second question which has
bee put to me by the National
League is whether its plan of
expansion into Toronto and
Washington should be given
priority over the American
League plan."
He did make clear /that
returning baseball to
Washington, which has been
without a franchise since the
Senators moved to Arlington,




Two veteran Indianapolis 500-
mile rae. drivers, Gordon
Johncock and Wally
Dallenbach, entered the 66th
running of the race on Friday.
Johncock, who won a rain-
shortened Indy 500 in 1973, and
Dal lenbach, always a
challenger, will drive tur-
bocharged Drakes built by
mechanic George Bignotti.
A car without a driver was
also entered by Syracuse,
N.Y., businessman Patrick
Santello, bringing the entry
list to 24.
The race will be run on
Sunday, May 30.
BOWLING
MILWAUKEE — Les Zikes
ran his 26-game,total td • 5,881
to a 11-pin lead over Barn




Horse Show On Sunday
The Wranglers Riding Club will sponsor a Horse Show
on Sunday, April 4, at two p.m. at the riding pen. Trophies
will be presented.
Events will include: Halter Class open; Pony d
Line—Pre-School age; Fox Trot; Pony Pleasure; Gaited'
Pleasure women; Racking Class open; Barret' Race
Ponies, Rider 12 years and under; Barrel Race open:
Figure 8 Speed Race/ Open; Western Pleasure open;
Catalogue -Race open; Tunnel Race/open; Gaited
Pleasure men; Pole Bending open; I3argback to Back.
Entry fee will be $1.00 per class and gate admission will
be $1.00 per car load.
The public is welcome to pa;ticipate in the show or to
escorne- as spectators, according to Richard 0. Woods,
---'president of the club. F4:41' will be available in, the con-
cession -stand.
We buy direct from the
- manufacture in truckload















Bank Rate Financing Available , Phone 753-3361
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— Some "pot luck" iron shots,
a brand-new putter and some
wet, shivering pickets were
the first-round features in the
;230,000 Greater Greensboro
Open Golf Tournament.
The fairways were so
muddy you were just playing
pot luck out there," said big
Jimmy Wiechers, who sur-
vived his difficulties Thursday
with a five-under-par 66 that
gave him a tie for the lead
with old pro Gay Brewer.
Brewer, using a new putter
in competition for the first
time, got his share of first
place late in the col, windy,
cloudy, occasionally drizzly
day With eagles or two of his
last four holes.
Included in theio galleries —
in the dismal weather that has
become a fixture at this old
tournament — were some
shivering, placard-carrying
NBC technicians who are on
strike And were picketing the
cameras that are scheduled to
provide national television
coverage of portions of the
final two rounds Saturday and
Sunday. The show will go on,
NBC officials said.
BASKETBALL ,
NEW YORK — Los Angeles
Laker center Kareem Abdul-
Jabber was named winner of
the 1976 . National Basketball
Association Most Valuable
Player Award.
NEW YORK — Dick
Stewart, an assistant coach at
the University of Oregon, was
named head coach at For-
dham University.
Wiechers And Brewer Share
Lead In Greensboro Tourney
"I'm playing as good as I've
ever played," insisted the
slump-ridden, 44-year-old
Brewer. "It's my putting and
chipping that has held me
back.-
- So the gray-haired veteran,
winner of 11 titles in a 20-year
career, took the last two
weeks off, went home to Palm
Springs, Calif., and worked on
his short game.
He finally settled on a new
model of an old standard club,
brought it to Greensboro and,
using it in competition for the
first time, one-putted half the
greens and 'holed five putts in
the 20-25 foot range.
Two of those were for the
eagles that vaulted him past
19 players.
Wiechers, who has yet to
gain an _official_ title. 'n
years of tour ,ictivity, said
he'd -been playing so poorly,
"I'm still just trying to make
the cut."
They shared a one-stroke
advantage over Dave
Stockton, U.S. Open champ
Lou Graham and Bob Payne,
tied at 67.
The group at 68, three under
par on the wet,i hilly, 6,643-
yard Sedgefield Country club
course, were -Lee Trevino,
Kermit Zarley, Don Bies,
DeWitt Weaver, Miller Barber
and Allen Miller.
Defending champion Ton
Weiski* headed a large
group arp9. Gary Player shot
a 72 and 63-year-old Sam
Snead, an eight-time winner of
this tournament, was at 73.
Jack Nicklaus, Hubert
Green, Hale Irwin, TOm
Watson, Johnny Miller and
Ben Crenshaw skipped this
event in favor of practice for
next week's Masters, the first
of the year's four major
championships.
'Breds Up To 20-5 With
Two More Wins Thursday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Nothing to do and wanting to
get out and go somewhereVnly
there's no place to go? '
Try going out to Reagan
Field and watching the
Murray State Thoroughbreds
play baseball. You just might
see anything and everything
take place. Here's a sampling
of what all happened Thur-
sday as the 'Breds won a
tw bill over North Dakota:
-Murray banged out 11 hits
In the first game in romping to
a 19-1- victory...Would, you
biao•ve 19 runs and no
„homers?
—In the fifth inning of the
first game, North Dakota
turned a triple play, the first
this season in Reagan Field.
—Leftfielder Marvin Kiel
had four hits on the day, going
one for three in the first game
and a perfect three for three in






CLEVELAND ( AP ) —
Charlie Scott. had 'elm
' dancin' in Washington"
ursday night as he exploded




The Celtics, who came into
the game with apparently
little to .kindle their com-
petitive fire, took it to the
Cavaliers and knocked them
right out of first place in the
NBA Central Division. =
Cleveland went into the
game with a_.43 percentage
pointaeidge over the
Washington Bullets. To the
chagrin of a home throng of
19,392, Scott's 18-point, third-
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end of the Cavs' overnight
stay on top.
The Boston-Cleveland
contest was the only game
Thursday in the NBA. There




Bill Fitch. "We're supposed to
be happy this time of the year,
with a -playoff spot clinched.
But they're dancing in
Washington tonight.
"If we don't win the
championship, we've made
the playoffs and we can get
ready to do it all there. I fold
the players we could learn
some things from tonight,"
Fitch said.
Tom Heinsohn, Boston's
coach, said the games now are




 AP Sports Writer
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
(AP) — Kathy McMullen
wandered into the press. tent,
glanced up at the scoreboard
and sighed, "Love those
scores."
The one she was most in-
terested in was a 68 next to her
name. Miss McMullen, who
finished second in the Dinah
Shore Winners Circle Golf
Championship last year, and
Susie Bernirtg each had 68s
Thursday to share the
opening-round lead of this
year's edition of the $200,000
tournament at Mission Hills
Country Club.
"I had a 76 in the opening
round last year," Miss
McMullen recalled. "I like
this better."
Her putting, sharp at times,
coat her the uncontested lead.
She three-putted both the first
and 14th holes for bogeys, then
missed two six-footers for
birdies on the 16th and 17th.
But Miss McMullen, who
lost the Winners Circle by a
stroke to Sandra Palmer last
year, said she's confident her
game is in top-notch condition.
"I feel like I'm hitting the
ball better now than I had in
the past," she said. "I just
hope I can play with more
consistency."
While Miss McMullen's
putting was eratic, Mrs.
Berning had no trouble with
hers.
"I dug out an old putter,"
she remarked, "and it seemed
to do the jab."
She had five one-putt greens
and never three-putted as she
carded four birdies on the
back nine en route to a 32 after
posting a par. 36 on the front
nine of the 6,370-yard, par-72
Mission Hills course.
Lurking just a stroke -back
of the leaders of tattriVtt. II
holes were Jane Blalock and
Jan Stephenson, both at three-
under-par 69.
Misa„ Blalock won the first
Winners Cifcle tournament
back in 1972 and Miss
Stephepson was the LPGA's
rookie of the year in 1974.
In a cluster at 70 were Katta
Whitworth, Gloria' - Ehret
Janet LePera, Carol Mann.
Pat "-Bradley and Joann
Washam.
Miss Palmer began defens,
of her title on a sour note







Track located 6 miles west of Cadiz, Ky on Hwy 68-80 - miles east
of Borkley Lake Lodge State Park Entrance




Sponsored By Benton Bus hwackers
despite having clinched the
Atlantic Division crown and
being owners of by far the best
percentage in the Eastern
Conference.
"We figure we owe it to
everybody to play our best at
this time of the season,"
Heinsohn said. -We're not
gonna roll over and play dead
for anybody. We owed it to
Washington to try to do our
best here. And we'll try to
whip their tail, too, if we can."
Scott was aided and abetted
-by Dave Cow ens with 20 points
and nine rebounds, John
Havlicek with 17 points and 10
rebounds and Paul Silas with
14 rebounds. The Celtics
outboarded Cleveland 55,42._. —
Campy Russell came off the
bench for 19 points to lead
Cleveland, while Jimmy
Cleamons added 15 points, 11
in the third period.
Scott, a lithe veteran guaW
pumped in 12 of 19 field Oat
attempts and six of six - free
throws, hitting eight of 10 from
the field in the secoptl half. He
put the Celtics ahead with his
third-period heroics, then put
the icing on, the cake on two
quick-baskets late in the game




to be good hitters, so they say. -
Kiel pitched the,aecond game,
whiCh Murray woo 9-1.
With the two • wins, the ,
'Breds pushed their season
mark up to 20-5. Murray has
now won eight consecutive
games and 19 of their last 21.
The first collegiate baseball
poll has Murray State ranked
23rd in the nation. The 'Breds
should move up higher though
as that ranking was based on
the early-season record.
eshman Mark Biggins
scattered seven hits in the
opening contest. North
Dakota, which came into the
game on a scoreless binge that
stretched for 15 innings, got its
lone run in the fourth.
Murray got on the board in
the first as John Siemanowski
had a two-run double and
Terry Brown hit a sacrifice"
fly,' accounting for the ,tliied
run of the frame.
' In the second, Murray
added three more as Don
Walker's run-scoring double
and Kiel's run-scoring single
were the big blows.
Murray was coasting along
with a 10-1 lead with nobody
out in the fifth. Darrell
Niswonger was on first base
with Jack Peraonte on second
as Walker stepped to the plate.
Walker hit a vicious line
shot at. North Dakota first
baseman Scott Hewitt. Hewitt
leaped high into the air,
speared the hall then stepped
on first. Hewitt then fired the
ohall_to_sliortstop Lowell Sch-
wigert Who was covering
seeofld for the triple play.
Murray spent over 30
minutes taking batting
practice in the home half of
the sixth as nine more runs
were pushed across to make
the final score 19-1.
Biggins went the distance
and ran his season record to 3-
0. The Loogootee, Ind., south-
paw fanned four batters and
gaveiip three passes.
In the nightcap, Kiel, a 6-4,
200-pounder, allowed just one
hit in gaining his second win of
the season Kiel made a couple
of mound appearances last
season and suddenly has found
himself another job in addition
to his duties in ieftfield.
The only hit off Kiel came in
the first inning. The run,
which came in the seventh,
was unearned.
Murray struck for six runs
in the -first with a three-run
double by Kiel being the big
bloa In the fifth, Kiel blasted
a two-run homer over the
fence in righteenter, giving
him five RBI's on the day.
Purdue comes to town today
and will play the 'Breds at 3:30
p:m. North Dakota will play
against Murray and Purdue
today before leaving for snow
country later this evening.
The Treats will be in
Bowling Green Saturday: for a
Conference twinbill with
Western Kentucky. The
,IIilltoppers were rained out of
a twinbill last week against
Austin Peay.
Murray, after earning a
split with Middle Tennessee, is
1-1 in the league.
Mark Wezet and Mike
Roberts, the, two stoppers for
the 'Breds, will draw the
mound assignments. Then on
Sunday, Murray will host




Hughes-et I 2 1
Pereonte-2b 4 2 2
Sientanowslu-rf 2 1 1
Walker-lb 2 1 I
Steuber-e 2 3 1
Brown-3b I 0 0
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witils you rod
















...the world of a child hem
with cystic fibrosis. C/ E, ull
inherited disease, --' -attacks,
breathing, digestion and life.
In Suzanne's world every hit
of help is welcome. Equipment
to' help her breathe. Medical;
to help her digest food and
infection. Scientists
physicians to help her
now...and tomorrow.
You'd be. -welcome 11
Suzanne's world, Because
YOUR help is needed, too. as a
volunteer in the fight against
and all lung-damaging
diseases.






 I letting I ['tither) I ling
If the luxury car you're thinking
of buying doesn't have these features
you're buying the wrong car.
FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE. This sys-
tem gives you greater tracking sta-
bility. Since the car is puTled rather
than pushed, tracking and corner-
ing on snow, in crosswinds, and on
treacherous curves is remarkable.
NEGATIVE STEERING-ROLL
-RADIUS. In a front-wheel blowout
situation, negative steering-roll ra-
dius assists you in bringing the cat--
to a controlled stop.
DUAL-DIAGONAL BRAKES. Each
front wheel ii connected to its
diagonally-opposed -rear wheel so
that, 'in case one circuit should fail,
the other stillonperates. This, in
401 combination with negative steering-
roll radius, helps maintain direc-
tional stability.
COMFORT. Audi's luxurimig in-
terior has unusual headroom and
legroom, and„comfortably seats 5.
The seats are orthopedically'
designed for maximum support





This system not only provides a
continuous 'How " of-fresh air, but
circulates it in a manner which can
cool the face as it warms the feet,
helping you stay alert.
OUTSTANDING MILEAGE. CIS
fuel injection •gave Audi an EPA-
estimated 30 mpg highway and 20
—mpg city factual mileage may vary
depending on driving habits, car's
condition, and optional equipment
with standard shift).
TRUNK SPACE. The Audi has 20.1
cubic feet of carpeted trunk space,
more than some luxury cars twice
the price. It was specifically de-
signed to accommodate the luggage
of a family of five.
INDEPENDENT FRONT SUSPEN-
SION. The Audi's independent
front suspension system, in combi-
nation with its torsion crank rear
axle, provides adcliiional stability
as well as a smoother ride.
RAC,K-AND-PIN1ON STEERING.
Audi's .power-assisted rack-and
pinion steering is the most direct
and immediately-reacting type of
steering system there is.
CLASSIC DESIGN. The Audi
..styling is one of understated ele-
gance. Designed for substance and
quality, its look varies little from
yea r - to ye-a r.
SAFETY. The Audi is built with .7
rigid, computer-designed steel
safety-cell passenger compartment
Its collapsible front and rear seL.
tions, steering wheel and steering
column are designed to absorb
energy. It has 3-point inertia-type
front seat belts, and child-proof
rear door locks which can be set to
open only from the outside. Steel
belted radial tires are standard
equipment.
PRICE. Germany makes some of the
greatest luxury cars ài the world
and some of the most expensive:
But in the Audi lOOLS, you can get
all these features for thousands of
dollars less than you might expect
to pay. That alone makes the
Audi IDOLS unique
Carroll Volkswagen Audi,
Inc. _ Murray, Ky.
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Kentucky Division Of Red Cross L
To Conduct Water Safety School
In keeping with its role as
one of Kentucky's leading
exponents of safety
awareness, accident
prevention and life saving, the
Kentucky Division of the
:American Red Cross will
_conduct a water safety in-
'sttute at Camp Cedarmore,
'Bagdad, Kentucky from June
A through 13 according to Ms.
Robert Phillips, Safety
Director.
This is a nine day school to
train men and Women 15 years
of age or older in lifesaving,
st aid, cardiopulmonary
reqcitation and to give in-
-stru and aide
authorizations in water safety
and handicapped swimming.
. 1/4:Ien and worrier, 17 Years or
:;older may beCtatie water
safety instructors after
.-atisfactorily completing the
-.:course. The cost of attending
.'tthe institute is $95 which
:covers room, board, In-
':surance, and instructional
inaterials.
"- Mr, Phillips stated that
L.
institute will serve as a spring
board tor the start of the
Kentucky Red Cross Safety
Services Program's 1976-77
fiscal year. 'During the la,st
fiscal year Mr. Phillips ad-
vised that a total of 1,319 Red
Cross courses in first aid were
taught in Kentucky. In addi-
tion, 1,629 swimming courses
were conducted and 24 courses
in small craft safety. Many
more people throughout the
state received Red Cross
safety information through
demonstrations, films, and
publications, according to Mr.
_Phillips.
Nationally, Mr. Phillips
said, the Red Cross has
provided safety education for
Americans since 1910, and
continues to expand and
improve teaching meth:
odology in order jo-"`ineet
the ever-incresieg demand
for safety- programs in-
struction - and information.
e of the new concepts
troduced last year included:
Development of a new
course in ,,eardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR). and in-
troduction of a lettbook and
teaching manual on the
subject. The CPR course
increases awareness of early
warning signs, risk factors
and symptornSof heart attack,
as well as basic life-support
--emergency first aid measures
to be applied in the first few
seconds after cardiac arrest.
Bro. Lloyd Perrin will tre--'
the evangelist at the— -
revival_services to be held
at the kirksey Baptist
Church starting Monday.
April 5, and continuing
through Sunday, April 11.
Services will be at
each evening.
Introduction of .,a new,
modular method of teaching
CPR in order to reach a larger
audience. Using workboolEs,
manually operated film
viewers and a realistic
mannequin, students are
allowed to pace themselves
through the instruction,
assuring a high level of
standardization, retention and
proficiency.
1976 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham 4,000 miles, big
reduction.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, new car trade in, extra
nice, loaded.
1974 Cadiliac sedan DeVille, low mileage, one owner,
loaded
1974 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, one owner, loaded.
1976 Oldsmobile 88 Royal, brass hat car, big reduction.
1974 Ford Mustang II Ghia, automatic in the floor, air,
new car trade in.
1971 Mercury Comet, gas saver, special $795.00
1973 Pontiac Bonneville, loaded, one owner, new tires.
1969 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, double power and air,
1967 Pontiac Bonneville, double power and air, take
both-for $550.00. •





"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern."
1406 West Main- 753-5315
Sponsored a special con-
ference of distinguished
physicians to discuss





obstruction of thew airway,
which usually occurs during
eating, ranks sixth as a 'cause
of accidental death in this
country and accounted for
approximately 2,900 deaths in
1974, according to the National
Safety Council. The most
common obstruction in adults
is meat.
The recojnitiended
maneuvers vary according to
whethecalce emergency in-
volves a conscious victim with
known completeiliatruction'of.
the airway or an unconscious
victim.
The maneuvers are as
follows:
Back Blow—A rapid series
of sharp blows delivered with
the hand over the victim's
spine between the shoulder
blades: 7hey should, be
delivered quickly, forcefully,
and in rapid succession.
Abdonimal Thrust-Chest
Thrust—A rapid series of
upper abdominal thrusts or
chest thrusts Which produce
forced expiration of air from
the lungs. The techniques
incorporate some methods
advocated by Dr. Henry J.




chire that may be used to re-
move a foreign body from the
air passage. A combination
of back blows and manual
thrusts may expel the object
so it is more accessible-to the
fingers.
The techniques have been
endorsed by the Commission
of Emergency Servicesaif the
American Medical
Association.
The findings will be
published by the American
Red Cross for use in its safety
and nursing courses.
Mr. Phillips pointed out that
changes such as these made it
increasingly important that
individuals keep abreast of the
improvements continually
being made in-the field of
safety education.
Further information and
application for the Water
- Safety Institute may be ob-
tained by contacting Mr.
Robert E. Phillips, Director
Safety Programs, Kentucky
Division American Red Cross,
P. O. Box 1675, Louisville,
Kentucky 40201.
POLLUTION CONTROL
CHICAGO AP — More than
$195 billion will be spent by
American industry on water
pollution control equipment
over the next decade, according
to Ecodyne Corp.
The firm said the amount
represented three times the to-
tal 1975 Gross National Product
of The Netherlands.
COLLECTION DEDICATED
JERUSALEM 'AP) — The
Hannah Hirschhorn Baumann
Americana Collection has been
dedicated here by the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee.
The collection — the gift of
Mrs. Baumann of Rye, N. Y. —
consists of over 500 books and
periodicals on American Jewish
life
SAVE NOW ON OUR ,
SKYLIGHT PATIO COVER
• Patio covers in Natural Woodgrain, • Trim panels in 15 bakecfenamel
Polar White or Antique Ivory finishes to complement your home
• Colors warranted for 10 years
• Skylights in white, sandalwood
or soft green maintenance
• All aluminum construction—no
CALL US TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE Weafflerawers
Aluminum Service Co.
Downtown Hazel, Ky.
For more information call 492-8647
or Will Ed Bailey: 492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence 492-8879
Evangelist for the
revival services, it the
Dexter Baptist Church
starting Monday, April 5,
and continuing through
Saturday, April 10, will be
Brd: Wade Copeland. The
time Of the .s.ervices will
bas. at 7:30 p.m. each week
day night
Not All Americans Receiving Speech And Hearing Aid Needed
Louisville, Ky. !Millions ut
linericans have speeth or
nearing problems, or both,
and "by no means all of them"
are receiving the professional
• help they need, Bert Combs,
hairman of the Kentucky
l.'.aster Seal campaign; said.;
today
"Lack of proper speech or
hearing deprives a child of
primary means of com-
munications - vital links in the
chain of learning," he ex-
plained. -Adults with these
.problems are barred . from
certain employment
- categories and suffer social •
discomfort.
"Speech therapists and
audiologists have the weans to
help patients overcome these
handicaps. The Kentucky
Easter Seal Society has been
helping ,peOple with COM-
inimieation problems since
1948," Combs said.
"Today i the Kentucky
Society provides this service
in five centers and ethploys
more than 20 people in this
professional field."
The Easter Seal centers
which provide this service.
include- the Hearing and
Speech Center, Louisville;
Geiger Easter Seal Center,
Ashland; Cardinal Hill
Hospital, Lexington; the West
LADIES
PANTS SUITS
Pretty 100% pefyester- suit
features frgpt--button top with
two p ets and pull on





Boys 14-oz. 100% cotton
twill denim pre-wash
jean. Regular sizes 6-1 2 ,
slim 6-14. In nlvy.
STUDENT SIZES
26-30. . . 833
Kentucky Easter Seal Center,
Paducah and the Northern
Kentucky Easter Seal Center,
Covington, Combs reported.
In 1975 these centers
provided assistance to 5400
Kentuckians, most of .thern
children, he said. In addition,
3550 other people received
hearing-screening tests from
a mobile unit located at the
state and county fairs, he
continued.
A variety of techniques are
used. Group therapy, where
several children with similar
problems are placed together.
For others, recreational or
play therapy may be used in
conjunctisiii svitti individual
instruction. .Books, toys and
other objects are. used to hold
a child's interest while he
learns to forth words,
, For information about
services, — Combs said •M-
terested persons may contact
the Easter Seal center is-they--
locale w_rite the
Kentucky Society at Post
Office Box 1170, Louisville. _
Kentucky 40201.
The society's programs ar4
financed by donations to the
Easter Seal campaign now
underway and continuing















Pretty slings feature soft,
leathery uppers with open
toe and side cutouts, wood•
look heel and sole. Sizes to
10, In white.
Bel-Air Shopping Center





shirts are great top-
pers for skirts or































































































































Total Assets- All Funds  . 1,150,373.55
LIABILITIES AND NET INVESTMENT
LIABILITY - GENERAL FUND
Notes Payable - Revenue Sharing Fund 13,047.99
LIABILITY - SPECIAL FUND. Revenue Sharing
Notes Payable - Parking Lot  10,000.00
NET INVESTMENT GENERAL FUND
Fund Balance 862,071 55
NET INVESTMENT - SPECIAL FUNDS
r terEmergency Fund 
Hospital Tax Fund ---1,••  -
Revenue Sharing Fund 
Total Liabilities and Net Investment
All Funds) 
LEGAL NOTICE
Audit Report - City Of Murray
The Honorable Mayor and
Board of Councilmen of the City of Murray
'ity Hall, Murray, Kentucky 42071
(;entlemen:
We have examinqd the balance sheet of the City of Murray
General Fund, Disaster Fund, Emergency Fund. Hospital
lax Fund, and Revenue Sharing Fund as of Decembee 31,
1975 and the related statements of revenue, expenditures,
and fund balances for the year then ended. Our examination
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and accordingly included such tests of the ac-
('ounting records and such other auditing procedures as we
c.onsidered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying balatoce sheet and
statements of revenue, expenditures and fund balances
present fairly the financial position_ of the aforementioned
funds of the City of Murray at December 31, 1975 and the
results -of operations for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a
basis consistent that of the preceding year.
Respectfully submitted,
Shackleford, Goode & Thurman
Kenneth Goode
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
For 76 Year Ended Dec. 31, 1975
GENERAL FUND
REVENUES Dec. 31, 1975
Taxes - Property, Poll and Penalties 404,345.57
Taxes-Franchise 42,433.33
Total Tax Collections 446,778.90
Privilege Licenses 82,934.87
Auto Permits $13,323.21
Police Court Fines 66272.79
Parking Meters 14,378.86





City Park Fees 2100.75
Dog Licenses   400.00
Kentucky Gas Tax 72,691.03
Planning Funds • • • 5•700-00




Salary-Mayor's Secretary   960.00
Salary - Attorney  5000.00
Salary -Clerks .1-`•  17,000.00
Salary-Councilmen and kealcurer 4  900.00
Planning Commissionda
Board of Adjustors 1100.00
Housing Commission 400.00
Auditing xpense 2  000.00
Tax Assessors Fee 6600.00
General Expenses and Supplies 10,040.00









Salary - Judge's Secretary 6  100.00
Salary - Prosecutor 6  000.00
Office Addition (Judge) 1  000.00




Longevity  . 2,200 00
2  000.00Sick Pay  
Holiday Pay
East Calloway Elementary School contestants in the Southwest Calloway Math To,ur-
nament March 27 were, left to right, Mary Wagoner, Bob Allen, principal, Kim
Weatherford, Faye King, teacher, Melvin Wyatt, and Thomas Jones. placing thirdin1he
eighth grade division. - -
Kentucky Can"Do The Job"If
Mass Immunization Necessary
FRANKFORT, Ky. -
Kentucky will be able
-to do the job" if a mass
immunization program
against swine influenza goes
into effect, says Dr. Willirm
P. MeElwain, Cornmissibner
5  000.00 of the Bureau for Health
Services in the. Department
for Human . Resources.
Because. every '2. ounty has a
local health department and
public health nurses, it will,be
-fairly easy" to distribute and
adminisier the vaccine, ac-
cerding to McElwain.
"The problem Will be in
obtaining the vaccine. It's a
question of whether or. not
enough vaccine can be.
produced in the available
time," he explains.
The proposed mass in-
noculation program is "totally
unprecedented-we've never
done anything like this before,
but we do have the experience
of the polio campaigns to draw
upon," McElwain continues.
He suggests that Human
Resources would . distribute
the vaccine, and each county
health department would
decide on how best to handle
the actual immunizations for
258,200.00
Fire Hydrants 17,000.00
General Expenses and Supplies 23,200.00
298,400.00
STREET DEPARTMENT
Salaries syyk,a...  1  • . 75,300.00
Longevity 1100.00
76,400.00
Maintenance and Supplies 14,800.00
Contingency Fund - - ....5,000.00
96,20000
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
Salaries    140,200.00
w 143,000.00
Equipment Depreciation  • • 44 600.00
General Expenses and Supplies  43,000.00
Total Revenues  1103,858.17
Short Term Loan-Revenue Sharing Fund 13,047.99 
CITY PLANNER AND BUILDING INSPECTOR




Excess of Receipts over -
(under)Expenditures  ( 5,643.61)
General Fund Cash, Beginning of Year 16,715.24
General Fund Cash, End of Year 11,07/.63
GENERAL FUND CASH - December 31, 1975
On Deposit - Bank of Murray 4,749.77
-Peoples Bank of Murray 6,296.86
Petty Cash 25.00
Total   11,071.63
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION












Total General Fund Assets 
DISASTER FUND
Cash on Deposit - Rank of Murray 
I SPECIAL FUND - EMERGENCYCertificate of Deposit - Bank of Murray SPECIAL FUND- HOSPITAL TAX
Checking Account - Bank of Murray 11,180.19





SPECIAL FUND - REVENUE SNARING
Cash on Deposit - Peoples Bank *723.81
-Bank of Murray  85,596.85
Certificates of Deposit - Banks 30,000.00
Notes Receivable - City of Murray ..  13,047.99
159,368.65




Maintenance and Supplies 39,109 12
Other Expenses 
. 230,600.00




MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PARK 00A119  30,000.00
30,000.00 their area.
OTHER EXPENSES
Retirement - State 20,000.00
Social Security  " '43.500.00
Employee's Hospital Inseirance 39,(oo.oe
Other Insurance 27,500 00
Interest on Short Term Loans 3,000.00
Street Lights i Revenue Sharing 18,600.00)
( General Fund 14,400.00) 33,000 4-•
166,000.06
Total Expenditures  1,155,900.00
STATEMENT Of EXPENDITURES
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
For The Year Ended Dec. 31, 1975
GENERAL FUND EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE
Salaries - Mayor and Secretary 5  902.65
Salaries - Council and Treasurer- , 3330.00
Salaries-Clerks   16,911.79
Salaries-Attorney 4400,04
Board of Adjustors, Planning Comm. &
Bldg. Inspector 10,306.79
Tax Assessor and Audit Fees -0-
City Planning Expenses  6257.48




Salaries - Police M7,432.5:
Less Supplement from Ky. Law
Enforcement Foundation   (24,929.57
Fees-Prosecutor  2,625.00
General Expenses and Supplies   41,681.87
261,391 46
FIRE DEPARTMENT'
Salaries - Firemen  243,124
Water Hydrants 16„453










PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1976
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
REVENUES
Property Taxes 402,000.00
Franchise Taxes  . 40,000.00
442,000.00• •
Privilege license • 83,000.00
Vehicle license . 80,000.00
Parking Meters  14,000 00
Parking Lot 2.300.00





Police Court Fines  .,-. 65,000.00
Insurance Tax  106,000.00P
. Revenue Sharing 71,600.00
Total Revenues
•









Cemetery-Salaries   4
-Maintenance
Social Security Expense -e="" 31,969.09
Insurance  - 22,934.00
Employees Hospital Insurance 311,697.00
Interest - Short-term Loans  102.22





Fire E•tation  4
Police Car  2,2e1.00
2,291 00
DEBT RETIREMENT
City of Murray-Revenue Sharing Fund ,.43,000
T,I22,549TOTAL EXPENDITURES
McElwain says that,,if most
if the innoculations are ad-
ministered by September or
October, "we'll -be all-
right---tut we'd like to see.
children 'immunized before
school starts." He explains
that in this state, the flu
season usually begins aixiiit
December, but that if . a
accine is to be effective, it
must be administered several
weeks before exposure to the .
disease is likely to occur.
Dr. McElwain and a
representative of the . Ken-
tucky Medical Association will
attend a briefing on the flu
immunization program to be.
held in Atlanta on April 2.
USED HIS FEET
- AND IMAGINATION
LOS ANGELES ( AP) - Ac-
cording to at least one police
officer in Los Angeles, jaywal-
kers must be the most imagina-
tive offenders of the law. When
the officer arrested one man
for jaywalking, the straight-
faced offender insisted he
thought the "Don't Walk" sign
was an advertisement for the
bus company.
The Klondike gold rush start-
ed with the discovery of gold on
Bonanza Creek Just east of
Alaska's border with Canada,
Aug. 16, 1896.
SAFE DRIVING
SAN FRANCISCO APi -
Records *bow the safest coun-
try to drive in is Egypt and
Austria is the most risky
However, the death rate is
.,only one factor to consider in
judging a country's clriving
record. There are many other
factors such as the number of
cars on the road, road condi-
tions and population density
ORANGE INDUSTRY
DATES TO 1873
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) -
The California orange industry
can be traced to Brazil.
A farmer's wife in Riverside
in 1873 sent for two seedless or-
ange trees from the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture. She
planted them near her kitchen
door and watered them with
dishwater. The trees belonged
to the Washington navel variety.
'originally imported from Bra-
zil.
The two trees adapted them-
selves to the California climate

































BECAUSE THE PEOPLE MUST KNOW"
_
(Editor's Note. Public Notice advertising plays a unique role
both in American history and in the procets by which this
country's democracy is preserved. Its one premise is that
people must be informed it they are to govern themselves
competently Public Notice advertising first came into being
with the Congress of 1792. That body recognizing its respon-
sibility to the people. required the Postmaster General to ad
vertise for bids for the construction of new post offices. From
that inauspicious beginning to the complex publication
requirements-in federal. state and local laws today, govern
ment officials have come more and more to understand their
obligations to inform the public through Public Notice ad
vertising. Newspapers over the years have been the vehicle by
which these obligations have been fulfilled. They will con
tinue to be as long as the public demands that it be in,
formed frequently and by the best means possible 1
4
for
And the Ore-Ida coupon!
When you order our delicious
French Fries, you II get a coupon
good for 10c off a package of
frozen Ore-Ida later Tots. So enjoy
•
our long Ore-Ida fries, then pick up
some Ore-Ida Tater, Tots at your
favorite grocery store.
Offer good through April 30, 1976.
SERVING QUALITY O'reli-2 FRENCH FRIES
 10,368.65 Salaries
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Tale of Catnapping
Is the Real Meow
IRVING'S DEUGHT. By Art
Buchwald. MtKay. 95 Pages.
Some people are born swim-
mers. Others can play the pi-
ano beautifully as soon as they
can reach the keyboard. Art
Buchwald's talent is for funny.
Readers of Buchwald's many
books and miscellaneous pieces
know he can be relied on to
take on almost any subject, no
matter how sacred, and tickle
sonic humor out of it. In "Irv-
ing's Delight," Buchwald
spears - along with a number
of other things - television
commercials, specifically pet
food commercials.
It seems that there's an ad-
vertising director named Edgar
Allen McGruder who's in
"charge of spending two mil-
lion dollars a year to persuade
American cat owners to feed
their pets nothing but Pussyfooa.
Cat Food." McGruder, natural-
, t
ly, is allergic to cats. They
make him burp. One day when
it's time to Lihn a commercial
I'dcGruder doesn't burp. The
reason is that Irving, the cut
superstar of cat commercials,
hasn't shown up for filming.
The reason Irving is a super-
star is that he can eat cat food
with his paw, a talent not com-
mon to cats. The reason he
hasn't shown is that he has
been catnapped.
McGruder, whose company
faces-bankruptcy if Irving isn't
around to push the product, en-
gages famed French detective
Alain Pierxe Bernheirri a spe-
cialist in finding lost pets, to
find Irving. He does, eventual-
ly. But on the way to the solu-
tion Buchwald puts in lots of
fun, laughs and some excellent







Wed., Apr. 14-7:30 p. m.
UTM FIELDHOUSE
Univ. of Tennessee - Martin
TICKETS: $4.00
(si &scowl to caddren121. alder)
ON SALE: Mayfield Music in Mayfield.
MS0 Info Desk in Murray, Clothesline in
Fulton and DJ's, Next Door, Specialt
House and UTM Info Desk in Martin.
TICKET INFO: (90)1587.7934 is Martin







April 5, 7 p.m.





Hwy. 45-South Edge of Martin, Tenn.
a0 md
Igo MI Inalma.




. It is rare for a female
superstar to come along in the
music industry. However,
Melissa Manchester will
quickly develop into a
superstar probably after
-Better Days & Happy
Endings" has run it's course
on the charts. Many critics see
Melissa as bridging the gap
between adult contemporary
pop music and the rock 'n roll
world. In other words, she is a
very versatile artist.
"Better Days & Happy
Endings" is not quite as good
as her previous album,
"Meligsw,". but it is still a
winner. The album contains
Melissa Manchester
her latest hit single "Just You
and I" and is' sung with great
sentimentality and feeling„...
Most of the cuts on the
—lawn are written stild
composed by Melissa and
'Carole Bayer Sager. The
worlds of the songs are ex-
cellent!!
Not only is the composing of
-high fleet quality but so is
Melissa on the piano. No,,
wonder many people refer to
her as "the new Carole King."
Other cuts on the album that
%ve consider of good quality
are "Come In From the •
Rain," "Better Days,".
-Happy Endings," "Good
News" and "My Sweet
Thing."
The two worst cuts on the
album are the non harmonic
and loud sounding "Stand Up
Woman" and the brassy,
1920's fervor of "Sing, Sing,
Sing."
CB Contest
Radio Shack is offering
$100,000 in cash prizes for the
best original music and lyrics
in a song centered aro-tiff& the
theme of Citizens Band radio,
its operation, everyday use or
any phase of CB activity, real
or imagined.
The 1976 Realistic $100,000
CB Song Search is a unique
songwriting contest open to
any U.S. or Canadian resident.
There is no entry fee and
ell/Si:Mb do not have to be
profeSsiorir musicians or
songwriters. Any number of
songs may be entered as long
as each is recorded on a
separatexassette tape.
Entrants may perform their
own song, or have it per-
fortned for them as long as it
is an original creation. Songs
may be country, folk, rock,
rhythm and blues or any style
desired.
Each entry will be judged on
the basis of originality,
musical quality and lyric
content. Elaborate or
professional instrumentation,
special vocal arrangements or
production will have no
bearing on judging.
A total of 63 cash prizes will
be awarded. Each of the top 50
entries will receive $1,000 and
the ten semi-finalists will win
an additional $2,000. Third
place winner will receive
••••• • MEI •
•••• :v.=•
:
.$5,000 more, second place an
additional $10,000 and $15,000'
more will be awarded to the
first-place winner for total
first place winnings of $18,000.
The ten winning songs will
be recorded by Radio Shack in
a professionally arranged and
produced album. Entry forms
and complete contest rules are
available from Radio Shack
stores and dealers in all 50
states and Canada.
New Releases
New album releases in pop
and rock music are "Amigos"
by Santana, "Speed of Sound"
f!,,r Wings, "I Want You" by
Marvin Gaye and "Takin' It
To The Streets" by the Doobie
Brothers.
Country album releases are
"Greatest Hits" by Johnny
Rodriguez, "Faster Horses"
- by Tom T Hall and "Harold,




THE TOMORROW FILE. By
Lawrence Sandera. Putnam. 503
Pages. 69.95.
The year is 1996. Tomorrow,
The Statue of Liberty has been
outlined in red neon. A coast-to-
coast airplane flight take one
hour. Sex and violence are still
prtme-time television fare Soft
drinks are addictive and most
foods and beverages are made
from petrochemicals.
Scientists run the country, en-
courage genetic ratings for all
workers and plot euthanasia for
olasos, obsoletes, those older
persons who remember real
food, real beverages and 19705
society.
The facts of Lawrence Sand-
ers's fantasy of the future may
sound fearsome, but the plot is
more familiar.
Scientists are trying to get
control of the government ap-
paratus by dirty trickery, and
they're developing such things
as an ultimate happiness pill L
assist them. Nicholas Ber.-
nington Flair, a bright .young
scientist, wants more power
over projects that his superiors
think are too far ahead of their
time. He discovers some cor-
ruption on the part of his boss
and sometime lover, Angela Te-
resa Bert, and through plotting
her downfall, comes very close
to implementing his "tomorrow
file" himself.
Sex scenes, violence and a
The region around Hilo, on
the island of Hawaii, calls itself
"Orchid Capital of the World,"
National Geographic says. Dur-
ing a busy week, the city flies a
million blossoms to the "other
Hawaiian Islands, the Far East
and the United States main-
land.
Sizes:
Narrow 6 to 10
Medium 5 to 10
BROWSABOUTS
Designed fo-r.Leisure Living
Travel rig or working, you'll
make the scene in--Brows-





A beautiful blend Of ma
terials, textures, and colors
to mix or match your every
iiutf it.
r 4 co/or
° Cho 5ose r
rrotri
Stop in today for the ul.
timate in softness, and corn,
fort at prices you'll love
' $13.00 to Slfi (-10
THE LIVIN' IS EASY IN BROWSABOUTS
•












voyeuristic look at what the fu-
ture might be keep the reading
light. The story is interesting,
but somehow the conclusion is
weak and lacking in impact
One expects more from Sand-





Subscribers who hove not
received Astir home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger IL
Times by 5 30 P. m mon,ior
Friday on by 3 30 p m on
Saterdays are urged to sell
7531916 between 5 30 P m6,661 6 6. 
it 
hic„,pay Friday
Or 3 10 p ni one 4 p m
Saturdays to incise deliveru
at the newspaper Cells ',sus'
be placed by 6 p m *eels
days or 4 p it, Saturdays to
guarantee delitimY
Ket
Ashland   WKAS 25
Bowling Green .. .. -.. WYKGB 53
Covington  WCVN 54
Elizabethtown  WKIT 23
Huard 1NKHA 35i
Lexington•Rienmond .. INKLE 16
Louisville  liNKMJ 68
Madisonville WKMA 35
Morehead WKMR 38
Murray Mayfield  YVKMU 21
Owen t on  WKON 5?
Pikeville WISP' 22
Somerset  WKSO 29
TRANSLATORS
Barbourville  12
Cowan Creek-Eolie  9






6 00/5:00 p.m. BLACK JOUR-
NAL
6:30/5:30 BOOK BEAT: "They
Came to Stay"
7:00/6:00 ADAMS CHRONI-
CLES: "Charles Adams, Minister
to Great Britain" (Repeal) (Cap-
tioned for the hearing impaired)
8:00/7:00 NOVA: "Joey", This
story tells about the change in
society's attitudes toward the
menially abnormal over the last
half -century. (Repeat/
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: "Cakes and Ale"
Willie Ashenden, an up and com-
ing young writer, is commis-
sioned to write a biography of


















DREN Tia READ: "Planning
for a Change"
7:30/6:30 AS MAN BEHAVES:
"Neuroses" .
8:00/7:00 FARM MARKET-
PLACE: "Using Futures in
Feed"
8:30/7:30 AMERICAN ISSUES
FORUM: "The American fami-
ly-Sylvia, Fran, and Joey-
9 : 00/8 00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL IN: "Spring Planting"



















TO HIGH SCHOOL LEA-FIN-
ING AND DISCIPLINE: "Reali-
ties of Change"
7.30/6:30 DIMENSIONS IN
CULTURES : "Social Control"
8:00/7:00 BEHIND THE LINES
8:30/7:30 CONSUMER SURVI-
VAL KIT: "How's Your Fern
A Look At Plants"
9.:00/8:00 ADAMS CHRONI-
CLES: "Henry Adams, Histo-
rian" The sons of Charles Fran-
cis Adams, pursue separate and
different-careers to fulfill their










3:30/2.30 p.m. NEW AP-











7:00/6:00 DIMENSIONS , IN
CULTURES: "Religion"
7:30/6:30 AS MAN BEHAVES:
"Modern Diagnosis and Treat-
ment of Psychosis"
8:00/7:00 DECADES OF DECI-
SION: "Black Winter" Many
continental soldiers fighting for
'the faltering American cause
were discouraged and disillu-
sioned. Some deserted or refused
to re-enlist, In this episode, two
men are faced with decisions
complicated by moral convic-
tions.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: "Dance in America•
Martha Graham"

















7:00/6:00 AS MAN BEHAVES:




8:000:00 THE WAY IT WAS:






cident at Vichy": Stacy" Keach
directs Arthur Maier's tense
drama about occupied France,
which poses the question: Is in-
dividual survival the, single most
















































TRICHT EASTER PLAY .






5:00/1:00 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
5:30/4:30 NOVA: "Joey" (Re-
peat/





8:30/7:30 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: "Mark Russel( Comedy
Special"
9:00/800 NICHOLAS NICK LE.
BY: With deep reverence for the
Dickens novel, the film of Ni-
cholas Nickleby moves at break-
neck speed from rollicking com-
edy to Grand Guignol. Magnifi-
cently mounted and photo-
graphed, it is one of Alberto
Cavalcanti's most interesting
films
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•600 COOPER DRALEXINGTON, KY. 40502
YOUR KEY TO VALUE
RULES
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8:00 p. m. — "The Man
Hunter," (channels 4, 6)
starring Roy Thinnes and
Sandra Dee. About a big-game
expert hired to find a bank
robbery suspect in the
swamps of Louisiana.
Midnight — "Mask of the
Avenger," ( channel 5), stars
John Derek in a swash-
buckling attempt to avenge
his father's death.
2:30 a. m. — "Massacre at
Grand. Canyon," (channel 2)
stars Robert Mitchiun and Jill
Powers in a tale about a gang
of killers hired to settle a
range war.
4:15 a. in, "Alaskan
Safari," (channel 2) a detailed
documentary about the




Project," I channel 6 (is about
3 super computer that con-
trols U. S. missile defenses.
2:30 p. m. - "Johnny
Concbo," (channel 2) depicts
Frank Sinatra as a cowardly
braggart who finds the
courage to oppose ruffians.
8:00 P. In. - "The Killer
Who Wouldn't Die'," (channels
2, 3) stars Mike Connors of
Manniz fame who plays a
former police detective drawn
into the search for a hired
killer.
1040 p. in. — "Casablan-
ca," ( channel 6). A star-
studded cast headed by
Humphrey Bogard and Ingrid
Bergman appear in this tale of
wartime intrigue filmed in
1942.
, 11:00 p. m. - "The Wayard
Bus," (channel 4). John
Steinbeck's novel -about a
group of people sharing lives
with each other while on a bus
trip. Jayne Mansfield, Dan
Dailey.
12:30 a. m. — "The Black
cat," (chavel 5) •a thriller
starring HSris Karloff and
BelaiLugosi..
Monday, April 5
3:30 p. in. - -In Name
Only," (channel 3) stars
Carole Lombard and Cary
Grant in a love story about
problems in ending a
marriage.
4:00 p. m. - "Run For The
Sun," (channel 5) Richard
Widmark and Trevor Howard
star in this story about a man
and woman menaced by
mysterious fugitives.
8:00 p. m. - "Five Easy
Pieces," (channels 2, 31 stars
Jack Nicholson as a moody
young drifter who is bored
with his job and turned off by
permanent relationships.
10:30 p. in. - "For Singles
Only," (channel 12, 11:30 on
channel 5). Set in a California
apartment complex, the film
gives a soap opera treatment
to youthful romances.
2:3)) a. in. — "Suddenly
Last Summer," (channel 2).
Elizabeth Taylor, Katharine
Hepburn and Montgomery
Cliff star in this version of the
Tennessee Williams play.
Tuesday, April 6
3:30 p. in. - "Tell It To The
Judge," (channel 5) stars
Rosalind Russell and Robert
Cummings.
4:00 p. m. - "Andy Hardy's
Private Secretary," (channel
3 ) starring Mickey Rooney.
10:30 p. in. - "Arrowhead,"-
( channel 2). A calvary officer
and an Apache are bitter
enemies.
11:00 p. m. — "The Mier,'
(channel 12, midnight on
Channel 51, stars Alan Bates
in the adaptation of Bernard
Malamud's Pulitzer Prize
novel about the persecution of
a Jewish peasant in Russia.
4:00 a. in. — "How To Save
.1 Marriage - and Ruin Your
Life,' channel 2). Divorce
and marital infidelity are
treated with wit in this story
starring Dean Martin and
Stella Stevens.
Wednesday, April 7
3:30 p. m. - "Legend of the
Lusty.' I channel 5). John
Wayne and Sophia Loren
search for a lost city in the
Sahara.
4:00 p. in. - "Viva Las
Vegas," ( channel 3) stars
Elvis Presley as a sports car
racer. . •
10:30 p. as. - "Bad
Ronald," ( channeatI). A TV
movie about a sensitive youth
who enters a fantasy world
after he kills a girl. ,
10:30 p. m. - l'The 25th.
Hour," (channel 12, 11:30 on
channel ,5). Anthony Quinn
portrays a Romanian fals'..,iy
singled out as a Jew an•-.: sent
to a labor camp.
2:00 a. m. — "Tt.e Pleasure
Seekers," (ctiP.imel 2). The
roma:1W es-...ipades of three
American girls in Madrid.
4:00 a. m. - "Rapture,"
channel 2). A poignant story
of a mentally retarded girl's
involvement with a fugitive.
Thursday, April 8
3:30 p. in. — "Return From
The Ashes," (channel 5). A
cat-and-mouse tale of murder,




4:00 p. in. - "Carousel,"
(channel 3). An adaptation of
the Rodgers and Ham-
merstein stage hit.
. COO p. m. - "The Flied ef
thg Phoenix," (channel 5). An
engrossing account of a plane
grAah_in the Sahara with
James Stewart and Ernest
Borgnine.
10:30 p. m. - "Situation
Hopeless - But Not Serious,"
channel 12, 11:30 on channel
5 A wacky tide of two GIs
who became the prisoners of a
shopkeeper in Germany.
2:58 a. in. — "Berserk,-
(channel 2), starring Joan
Crawford in a tale of murder
and mayhem.
4:00 a. m. - "Run, Simon,
Run," ( channel 2) stars Burt
Reynolds as an Indian torn
between vengeance and his
loVa for a white woman.
Friday, April 9
3:30 p. in. - "A Kiss Before
Dying," ( channel 5). A story
of a fortune hunter who
commits murder in' an effort
to marry into a rich family.
8:00 p. m. — "The Story of
David," channels 2, 3). The
first c: a two-part showing of
tin.; vivid, well-acted Biblical
tale. The second part will be
telecast Sunday evening.
10:40 p. in. - "The Trouble
With Girls," ( channel 12,11:40
on channel 5). Elvis Presley
does more acting,than singing
in this tale set in the traveling
tent shows of the 1920s.
11:40 p. m. - "Call Her
Mom," (channel 3). Connie
Stevens as a waitress who
takes over the supervision of a
fraternity house.
2:10 a. m. - "Kill the
Umpire," (channel 5). A
comedy starring William
Bendix in a farce about
baseball.
2:40 a. in. -- "40 Guns to
Apache Pass," (channel 2)
stars Audie Murphy vs. the
Apaches.
3:30 a. in. — "The Law vs.
Billy the Kid," ( channel 5)
with Scott Brady portraying
the notorious outlaw.
4:-* a. m. "61go4;"
(channel 2). Jackie Gleason in
the Chaplinesque adventures
of a simple-minded Parisiam
mute and a prostitute's child.
5:00 a. m. - "Tbe Killer
That Stalked New York,"
(channel 5). Police search for
a woman on the run who may
be carrying smallpox germs.
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING APRIL 4, 1976 SCHEDULE
WNGE- 2 WS1L-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12
Cr 30 - Bible Baptist 7:00 -Music City Spec., 6:50 farm Digest 6 00 Sunrise Semester 6 30 Montag, 0 00 Citr•s!)plistr Closeup
7 00 Mouse of Worship 7:30-Day of Discovery 7:00 Veg Soup 7-00 - Tour Church 7 00 Vegetable Soup 6:30-Noes
7 30 lirnmeSsettossort 8:00- James Robison 7:30 - Falwell 7.30 Heaven s Jubilee 7 10 Gospel Jubilee 7:00- Henson Dimension
8:00 Inswing Grace 9:00- Old Time Gospel 1:30-Discovery 1:00 Carl Tiptoe 8 30 Paducah Devotion 7:30-Nereid of Truth
1:30 - Three Stooges 10:00- Mormon 9:00-LDS Cord 11:30- Jesnms Robison 9 15 Hamilton Brothers I00-U 5 of Archie
9:30-- Res Numbed 11:00 Issues A Answers 1140 - Medi. 9:00 - Good Peeve 9 30 Gospel Hour 1:30- Review Giolvistretteru
1030- baptist 11:30-- Don Young 11:20-Mee Press 9:30- Oral Roeuerts 10 00 Changed lives 9:00 -Church,
11-30- Capitol News 12:00- Gressel. Goohys 12:00-Lone Ranger 10-00 - Tony 1 Susan 10:30 - Herald of Truth 10:00 - Camera Three
12:00- Issues Answers 17:30 Directions /2:30-Munster s / 0,30- Chap*. 11:00-Accent 10:30 - foci Mehei
12:30; Champ 1:00-- Superstars 1:00-Ant Workshop 11:00-Face Nation 11:30- Meet the Press 11,00 -This is HMI Life
100- Superstar 2: 30 - World of Sports 1:30- Grandstand 11,30 - Bill Dance 12.00 - Movie 11:30 - Lamp UAW My fer•
2:30- Lawrence Welk 4:00- Dinah Shore Golf 2:00-Golf 12:00 Lone Ranger ' 30 Grandstand 12:00-Leek Up, Live
3:30 --Music City Special 6:00-Swiss Family 4:00 - Ali. & Cos 12:30, Schools 2 00 Golf 12:30- lkollyweed Alletrem
4:00 -Oineh Shore Golf 7:00-5k Milkon S Alan 5:30-Miss 1,00- News Conference 4:00- File 6 2:00 Seskellicen
6:00-Swiss Family 8:00 -Movie 6:00-Disney 1,30 _ cserrtreswil s irienc 4130- Why Me, 
*
4:30 - See Freacisce,
7:00-Sit Million Donor 1000 News 7:00 -Ellery Queen 2:00- Basketball 5:00-Mews 5:30-CBS News
8:00 - ABC Movie 10 15 700 Club 8:00-McMillan 4:30- Outdoors 5:30 - NE Nairn 6:00-Sisty Minutes
10:00- Candid Camera 10:00-News 5:00 - News 6:00 - row..Ditaley 7:00-Sonny end (her
10:30-Champions 10:30- Onegnef 5:30-News 7:00 - Merry &elm 8:00 - Kcijak
11:30 - Soul of the City 11:00-Movie 6:00-64 Minutes 8:00 - Mystery Movie 9:00-Brook
12:00- New life Hour 12:30 -With This Ring 7110-S9NNT a cher 10:00-News 111111410-CBS Nees
12:30-ABC News 8:00-Kern10:30-Allerris • 1015 -News





12 10 -- Movie
- _ 2-04. fit= * il
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 3, 1976 SCHEDULE
I WNGE-2
6-30 --Children% Gospel
1:00-- 100̂ 8 Kong r''
7:30-Toni & Jerry,
II, 30 - Frighteestein
9:00 - Soper Friends
10,00 --Speed Buggy
10:30 - Soul Tram
11,30 - Amesissm
12:30-- Fishing 1401r
1:00-- World of Sports
2:30 - Pro Bowlers
4:00- World of Sports








11.30 - It Takes a thief
12:30 - Pli Club
2.30 -Massacre A
4•15 'Alaskan Safari-
6,00 • Flying Nunn
W511-3
-77411- Hong Kong Plsocrey
7:25 -Schoolhouse Rock









12 30 US Form Report
1,00. Champions
2:00- Sports Legends
7:30 --- Pre Bowlers Tour
4:00- World of Sports
5:00 -- Winner Circle
6:00 - Lawrence Welt





10:30 - Sminny I Cam
I WSM-4
0:25-- rig ii. S A
6:55 - Farm Digest
7:00 f merg. Plus 4
11,00 - Waldo Kitty
8:30 - Pini Portlier
9:00-Land Lost
9:30 •-• Ron Joe Run
/ 0:00 -Rittern to Apes
10:30- Westwind
11,00-- Liberty
























11:30 - Fat Aber,
12410 - Town Council
1:00 Fun City 5.




















¶00- Land of Lon
9:30-Run Joe Run















































12:00- With This IttriQ
12:15- News Niehluset
•
DAYTIME P/ SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2




9:00-- Tr Own Time
9:30 - let . t blek4,1).441
10:00 Neighbors
1030 Nippy Days
11:00 - News (miter 2
11-30 All My Child
12'00 Ryer s Nape
2)0 Ittimswilleoson
1 00 S10 000 PY:arMA
1.30 Mery Hartman
7:00 Gee.] Neap
2:30 1 Life Live










10 30 Nappy Days
11-00 Make A Deer
11 JO All My Children
17-00 !yens Now
12:30 thyme S. Reason
1:00 310,000 Pyramid
1.30 The Nerghbors
710 - General Wesprtel
2:30 One life To lie•
3:00- lekre of Night
3130 Law.
4:00 - 1M Th i Theatre
(I) Mow
4:30 (F.) Workshop











1 1 - ge Margie heorks...
It. 30 Row
12 30 Days of II...,
1 10 Doctors




4 • 30 Lacy
5 00 NM Affeyr









9-00 Price Is Right
10,00 Gambit





17 25 *en Nee,
17 30 World Turn,
1 30 Guiding light
7 00 AN In Ferwity
1 30 Maio* Game
340 Gilligan s !Wend
1 10 111o•io











9 I() Nigh Rollers
10:130 Wheel of fortune
10:30 - Hollywood Squares




17 30 -Days if Lines
1.10 -The Doctors









6 30 Breakfast Show
7 00 News
1 00 Cep6111.11[0,196,,




11:00 Towne end Retie:




1:30 - Greidine licsio
2:00 -- AM le FermAY




4 DO Andy Griffith
100 Tel the Troth
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This Week's PwA"iimi" s_fin
Sports On TV
Saturday, April 3
1:00 p. — Wide World of
Sports Ichannel 2). Events
scheduled include the
American Cup Gymnastics
Meet and the Kuke
Kahanotnok Surfing Cham-
pionships.
1:00 p. m - Champions
channel 3). Highlights of the
1976 AAU National Indoor
Track and Field Cham-
pionships.
.1:30 p. in. — Joe Garagiola
channels 4, II). -Connie
Stevens and Nipsey Russell
-help Jcie usher in—the new
basebalLteasan.
1:30 p. in. - Tennis
channels 5, 121. The Virginia
Slims tennis tournament is
telecast from Philadelphia.
2:30 p.m.-Pro Bowling
(channels 2,31. The Miller
High Life Open from
Milwaukee which has a total
purse of 880,000.
2:39 p. m. — Golf (channels
4, 6). Third -round play in the
Greater Greensboro Open.
• 3:30 p. in. - Sports
Specacular (channel 121. The
first running of the U. S.
Grand "Prix West, the third
race.in the current Formula 1
seaton.
4:00 p. in. - Wide World of
Sports (channels 2, 3i.
NASCAR racing taped at
Daytona, -the NCAA diving
championships and a tribute
to Yankee Stadium.
5:00 p. in. - Golf channels




12:30 p. in. — Championship
Fishing I channel 2).
1:00 p. in. - Superstars
(channels 2, 3). Celebrity
"Superstars" shown in action
at Los Angeles. .
1:30 p. in. — Grandstand
(channels 4,6),
2:00 p. in. - Golf I channels
Final.round play in the
Greater Greensboro open
PGA tournament.
2:00 'P. in, - NBA Basket-
ball ( channels. 5, 12). The
Baffalo Braves meet the
Celtics in Boson.
2.:30 p. in. - Wide World of
Sports (channel 3). Motor-




4:00 p. in. - Golf (channels




10:30 p. in, — Basketball
( channels 2, 3). The Pizza Hut
Classic College All-Star
basketball- game is telecast
from Las Vegas.
Friday, April 9
10:30 p. in. - Golf (channels
5, 12). . Highlights of early












Hall: "The Two Widows," a
comic oPera in two acts by
Smetana.
6:30—From the Record Library
0:30—I'm Sorry, VII Read Thas
Again
SUN. APRIL 4
B 00-Changed Lives with Ben
Haden










(Pt. IT, reefures- -The-
diStinctive style of Texas'
prolific folk scene. Per
formers include the first
fOlks)nger to sing on TV (at
the 1939 Worlds Fair), Red
4:30-Our Heritage,
5:00-The Goon Show: "The
Policy"
Allen Damrori, more. •
Rivet Dave, Carolyn Hester,
Our Hopes
5,30-Volces in the Wind with
' Oscar Brand
6_30—Music and the Spoken
, Word 
7:00—N.Y. Philharmonic
Concert: Everett Lee con-
ducts selections by David
Baker, Sibelius, and Rach
maninoff. 
MONDAY, APRIL 5








7-9--From the Record Library
TUESDAY, APRIL 6







Selections by Brahms, Bach,
Franck, Ravel, Scr1abin,
Beethoven as performed by
Boris Goldstein, violinist,
and Sigurd von Marschall,
ppanist
WED. APRIL 7
For daily listings (M-F). see
Fri. April 2
9:30-National Town Meeting
fo: 00-tillester works Showcase
-Showcase
11:45-91 3 News
Noon 1-Firing Line with
William F Buckley
5:30-Options
7-9-From the Record Library
9-10-Calloway Co H S "Laker
Hour"
THURSDAY, APRIL I











FRI. APRIL 1 ,
FOr daily listings (M-F), see
Fri. April 2












9 ; 30—Poweri Ine




Hall: Selections by Cowell,
Honegger, Baird, and many
more.
6:30-From the Record Library
11:30-I'm Sorry, Read That
Again
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 5, 1976 SCHEDULE
WNGE-2"
6 30 Hollywood Squares
7 00 Noah ; ARIPIlt




/2 30 p11 Club. t-,
2:30 lost SAM MIN
4:30 Vevelevolle''
6-00 ' Spurn of 76-
WS1L-3










' 00 - Rich Little
- W111F-S
DM- Tell The Truth
71110- Rhode
' 7:30- Phyllis
1:00 - All In Filially
1:30 - Maude  S__







6:20 - Pop Country
7:00 Rich rim.
1:00 JO• For,roster









8:00-Al hi lbs kw*
1.30 -MN&
9:00 -Ileellial U. S. A.
10:00100101
t0..3SAlev4ii
12: 30 -Nem figtights
N





GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 6, 1976 SCHEDULEI TVWNOE-26 30- Treasure Mat7 00 - Nappy Days
71 :710--"Tb71;4001 i•SL.;14t.1
9:00-The formily








6:25 - Weather -:
57:0011 ilieffs; WV' K
7:30 - Laverne I Shirley






7 00 PACIIIII On
8:00-Police Women






6:34 - Tel The Try*
7:00 - Sottish Giant'
7:30- Geed Tinsel









6:30- Mahe A Deal
7:00 Movie On
6:00 Police Woman
81/480-- Ofy of angvh
10,00- News




, 6:30 7 Name That Teed




• 00 - Switch
10 00 -News -
10 30 - Csamenge '76
11:00- Meeks 
-
1•00- Nein Highlights '
I
TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 7, 1976 SCHEDULE
- I
WNGE-2
6 30 - login ihnsen
100 g'9n#c W.'"'N"
8:00 Imes.
9,00 Starskir 1 Nut h
10,00 Adam , 7
10-20 ABC Mo., 
17.30 P71 ChM




S:2$ - Sherif:heti Stead
- _....
6:25,-Viestfrii . .._
in 30 - News
1:00- Seek Homan
1 -00- Perette












6:10- Tell The Truth








6:30 - Noshiiite Music
1:00- Nome On Prairie






6 10 Price Is RIO
7 00 Tony Orion4lo
800 Comme
9 00 Slue Knight
10-00 News
10 30 Marie
17 30 Weis Highlights
-6
TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL 8, 1976 SCHEDULE
WNGE-2 WS11.-3 WSM-4 WTVF 5 WPSD-6 KFVS 12
630 Name The Tone 6 00 Caciu; P•s. 7 00 Truman 6:30-1e8 The Trans e 10 Porter Worsen*, 6 10 Wild, Stfor14












I 30 Wonsan et roan
10 00 How,
10 10 Tonight
1 00 M S.s• 0
9 00 Illiwnoler ./on•s
10 00 Nowt
10:00 - Adam 17 I 00 can Ssgnrosse Friday Evening 10:30- Irani& 17 00 Tomer.ess 10 10 Meet*
10- 30 Monti, !Magic
12-30 Pn Club




i 7 le ki..., 14.0i.ot,
7-30 Serserk
4:30 Run Samon Our
I0 30 Mons,, Mercy,
12 45 Howl
-
TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 9, 1976 SCHEDULE
WNGE-2 W',11-3 WSM-4
--,-
WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KEVS 12
k30 Hollywood tow,* A 00 (or,,,, s.r. 7 00_ tes4ip4feweet 6 10 Toll Th• Truth 6:30 - Candid Commie 6:30-Bach 0....
7 00 Donny I. Mot.
1 00 ABC 14/40•1•
10-00 Uwe IT
A 16 VI *eh,
6 10 Howl
7 00 Donnie 4 Mis:u•




$ 00 Sven, or. ; ,
9 00 14o/ord 3 People !




1:110 - He s's
10.410- te....
iiksa - The Rook... II CO Nom. IRV -News 9000 Nein 9-00. Orme! sn Anomie* /0 10 Motto. I r.oll
11-30 Mission Imo 10 00 Mows 10:30 - Temylot 10 10 Mott... t 1",014 10 00 'Tows 10 110 7,40V,•
1 7-30 PTL Outo 10 30 Tls• belies JA40-,11111. *Kiel 10 40 ',ono& 10 30 Tonight /2 40 Hews 11.001,1ess
2:30 -"Flirty Guns '1 37 Lee Movie . 11-40 Memo 1 7 00 Midnight Spriciel
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Plastic Pipe--Coming Or Going
By Jenny Pulliam
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Plastic pipes for plumbing -
may be the coming thing, but
•it's not clear yet whether
they'll be coming to4tasitucky
or not.
The state plumbing code
committee, an advisory body
to the Kentucky Department
for Natural Resource's and
Environmental Protection,
recently held a public hearing
in Frankfort to gather in-
formation on expanding the
use of ABS and PVC schedule
40 plastic pipe into
nonresidential buildings.
A.B. Hunter, of the Plastic
Pipe Institute, presenting the
proponents' argument before
hearing officer Mark E.
lormley, said that his
oganization first approached
:he Kentucky Plumbing Code
committee in 1973. He ex-
ilained that since that time




data both to this plutnbing
code committee and .to the
previous one.
Hunter reported that the
plastic pipe association has
1,500 graduate chemical
engineers qualified for a job in
plastics. "We submit the
products to .the National
Sanitation Foundation," he
said. "Then they're submitted
to the American Society of
Testing Materials or any other




"establlshes a criteria that
doesn't perriallist any piping
to pass. Those decisions have
been inatff because the
materials had ..a national
standard. When it -conies to
plastic piping, first we
determine the need. And then,
we ask ourselves, what does
this material have to do? Then
we go back and make the
product."
Hunter also introduced into
the record a consolidation of
the technical reports of the
plastic pipe institute.
John English, a plumbing
contractor from PeeWee
Valley, said, "When plastic
pipe was first introduced, I
was reluctant myself to use
plastics. However, in the past















••• 111•••  4. ••••
many tons of plastics. We've
done houses that cost a
quarter of a million dollars —
houses whose buyers chose
their own materials."
English added, "I don't keep
mechanical contractors from
using cast iron pipes -so why
should they be able to keep me
from using plastics."
Others who testified on
behalf of plastic pipe are:




Jackson, master , plumber;
Fred Espenscheid, plumber;
Ronald Erpenbeck, master
plumber, and Charles lAin-
neman.
Opposing the expanded use
of plastic pipe was Stanley
Boyd, state deputy fire
marshal. Said Boyd, "Our
biggest concern right now is
for fire safety in high rises. We
aren't jumping on plastics.
But we regulate carpet and
draperies, and we're going to
have to regulate plastic pipes
from plumbing, also. -
Plastic Pipe opponents Joe
Robertson and Richard
Morris Of the Cast Iron Soil
Pipe .Institute, also testified
against the plastic piping
products. Robertson said,
"I'm not an expert on plastics,
but I do know most of the
things that are bad about
plastics."
Among factors that could
influence plastic pipe,




abrasive forces and com-
mercial pipe cleaners.
Another danger, he said, is the
fire hazard of ABS and PVC
plastics and the toxic gases
that can be released in such
fires.
Ftobertson continued, "As
you can see, I'm not for put-
ting restrictions on plastic
pipe — I'm for eliminating IT
completely."
Also testifying against
plastic pipe were: R.E.
Cockerill, Mechanical Con-
tractors Association of
Kentucky; David Schroer, of
Cantex, a division of
Horoscipe Corporation; and
Carl James, U.S. Pipe and
Foundry.
The record for receipt of
written testimony supporting
or opposing the expanded use
of schedule 40 plastic pipe will
remain open through March
19. Anyone wishing to submit
further evidence may write:
Art Curtis, Assistant to
Plumbing Director; 6th floor,
Capital Plaza Tower, Frank-
fort, Kentucky 40601.
In an earlier meeting,
members of the plumbing







of Envirovac Vacuum Sewage
System for use as a portable
mobile restroom at con-
truction sites and parks. They
also recommended use of Olin
Plastic Pipe and Fitting's
sewer and drain pipe for
subsurface field, standardized
under the American Society of
Tesing Materials ASTM) E
2729. Recommended use of the
pipe was limited to the
leaching field and from the
tank to the leaching field.
Tabled until future meetings
were Ultraflow Corporation
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
11.1111Ak Ii• .itiA
Reason 12. There are major changes in
the lax laws that could affect your
return. Our people are specially trained
to help you take advantage of these
new laws. Well do our best to make
sure you pay the right amount of tax.
No more, no less.
H&R BLOCK®
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
Opo• IP • hp p Woolukty• s. se Nips. Set
N. App•iserwmt Necessary
• Full bolts, Heavy 106 to 11 oz Knits
• Double Blister Crepe Stitch Double Knits
• 100% Polyester Machine Washable, No Ironing
• 38 Spring 8 Summer Fashion Colors to choose horn
• Save Si 22 on every yard during this 3 Day Sale!
-OMPA RE THIS QUALITY AT S2 99 TO $4 .99 1, -‘
DECORATOR
CASEMENTS
• IS 14 41' •••1. F 94.r,
• ii•them• 11,•thel‘• T•••11. •






8 • MO. N•• tr.* a••••• •.••• .••I•4• A A•Ar•olows
and an adaptor for tubular
trap to schedule 80 and 40 ABS
and PVC.
The next meeting of the
Kentucky Plumbing Code
Committee is scheduled for 10
a.m., May 12, at the Capital
Plaza Tower in Frankfort.
OUTDOOR DRAMA
HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (AP) —
"Hernando DeSoto, Con-
quistador," an outdoor drama,
will premiere June 25 in the
M i d-American Amphitheater
near here.
The Hot Springs National
Park Foundation for the Per-
forming Arts is producing the
drama based on DeSoto's 1541
discovery of the thermal waters
here.




Inc. elected Mr., Virgil R.
Gilliam to .its board mem-
bership at the last regular
meeting of the -Board on
February 26. Mr. Gilliam will
serve on the Board as a
representative from Graves
County. The Regional Board is
represented by four members
from each of its nine counties.
Mr. Gilliam is a graduate of
Mayfield High School and the
U. S. Marine Corp Postal
School, San Diego, California
Except for a tour of duty with
the U. S. Marine Corp., Mr.
Gilliam has served in the
Postal Services for the past 32
years, beginning his career as
a special delivery messenger
in 1943 and since then serving
as a carrier, clerk and rural
carrier in Mayfield and
Graves County and now as
Postmaster in Bardwell, Ky.,
since December 7, 1974.
Mr. Gilliam has held offices
in several organizations. He
has served as Commander for
Aike years of the Arnerjean
Legion Post No. 26, as Sargent
at Arms for the Kentucky
American Legion, as a
member and director of the
Mayfield Kiwanis Club and as
Chairman of the Mayfield-
Graves County Recreational
Board fur ten years. Mr.
Gilliam is active in the First
Presbyterian Church in
Mayfield, Kentucky, having
served as Chairman of the
Board of Deacons for four
years and as an elder for the
past 14 years.
Mr.. Gilliam has received
man'y honors for his com-
munity involvement. He was
an all-state football player in
1942 at Mayfield High School.
He won the Outstanding
Player Award for the All Star
Shriner East-West Game in
1942. He received the Mayfield
Jaycees Outstanding Young
Man Award for Mayfield-
Graves County in 1962, the
Board
Outstanding Man of the Year
from Mayfield-Graves Cour/ty
in 1970 by the Young
Democrat Club (non-
partisan); he received com-
mendations from President
Kennedy and Nixon for ser;
sang on the Selective Service




Citizen of the Month Award
filtim the Mayfield Lions Club
in October of 1970. In 1974 he
received the Mayfield
Messenger's Community
Service Award for outstanding
community service. He has
served as officer and chair-
man of several of the
associations such as the
National Association of Letter
Carriers, the Western Ken-
tucky District, Nttional
Association of Letter Carriers,
and the Kentucky ,Rurat
Letter Carriers Association.
Mr. Gilliam will . join the
Regional Board in giving
direction and providing
services in the areas of mental
health, mental retardation,
alcohol and other drug abuse
in the Purchase and
Livingston Counties. Mr.
Gilliam is married and resides
'with his wife in Mayfield,_
Kentucky. Mr. and Mrs.
Gilliam have two children,
Harvey qilliam and Mrs.
Louis B. Smith, both of
Mayfield.
STARTS MONDAY .. . . 3 DAY SALE
suPEr. SELECTION -SUPER QUALITY -SUPER VALUES
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sal embargo of 1973-74. He
called for Congress to enact a
national energy conservation
Plan;
Sen. Frank Church of Idaho,
the most recent entrant 'in the
Democratic race, said he will
ask the three.- television
networks to sell him a half-
hour for a livaaddress.
In , Neenah, Wis., former
Defense, Secretary MelVin
Laird accused Reagan of
making a phony attack on
America's military might in




the American people by using
false quotes to gain a slight
advantage in the campaign,"
Laird said while campaigning
for Ford.
Reagan said Wednesday
night that Ford's foreign
policy has left the United
States in second place
militarily ,behind the Soviet
Union.
Laird 'said Reagan's attack
should have been directed
instead against the
Democratic controlled
Congress for cutting defense
spending.
There were these other
political developments
Thursday:
—The most recent Harris
survey shosied.Humphrey the
preferred choice for the
Democratic nomination, with
Carter running a clear second,
followed by Jackson, Udall
and Wallace.
Humphrey defeated Carter
48 per cent to 43 per cent and
the others by wider margins,
T FORCES qOU TO TAKE
A CLOSER LOOK Al '-(OUR
OWN LIFE ..IT MAKES 1401./
PANT TP ASK QUESTIONS.
the poll said.
—Jahn B. Connally, the
former Texas governor and
Treasicy secretary, said he
believes Ford has the best




spending of $5.2 million in
federal money for security at
this summer's national
political conventions.
—The House approved a
comprehensive revision of the
campaign finance law,
rejecting Ford's request for a
simple bill to get money





tencing for Garth D. Watkins,
a former Benton resident, has
been scheduled for 9 a.m. next
Tuesday in Marshall County
Court.
Watkins, arrested and
charged ' With the
strangulation death of his
wife, Mrs. Nora Marie
Watkins, last Dec. 29, entered,
a plea of guilty in court
Wednesday.
W. J. Brien, circuit clerk,
said that a recommendation
was entered by, the
prosecution to have the
original charge of murder
amended to first, degree
manslaughter With a penalty
of 12 years in prison.
LIKE, wf.ty ME?!
Z 2Z Z 
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Ford Takes Campaign To Wisconsin Today
By The Associated Press
President Ford took his
campaign for a full term in the
White House to Wisconsin
today while Democrats bat-
tling hr their party's
presiden!ial nomination
sought votes there and in New
York.
First on Ford's agenda for
today was a news conference
:n Milwaukee, followed by a
trlp to West Bend. He planned
stops Saturday in Fond du Lac
and C reen Bay — all in search
of urban, ethnic and farm
votes in Tuesday's balloting.
Former Georgia Gov.
Jimmy Carter, Washington
Sen. Henry M. Jackson and
Arizona Rep. Morris K. Udall,
contestants in the Democratic
race, were on a single stage in
New York City on'Thursday.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-
Minn., unannounced as a
candidate but willing to accept
a draft, was there, too.
Humphrey drew frequent
and loud applause-as he callea
for a new Marshall Plan to
rebuild the cities. The Mar-
shall Plan was devised after
Wotid War II to reconairuct
Europe.
The New York primary is
also next Tuesday.
By evening, Carter and
Jackson were in Buffalo and
Udall was headed for
Wisconsin. Alabama Gov.
George.C. Wallace hat been in
Wisconsin for several days
and planned to stay there
through the weekend.
' The primaries in Wisconsin
and New York are the first
since FOrd was upset by
Ronald Reagan in North
Carolina on March 23. .
NANCY
-Reagan, the former
California governor, is listed
on the GOP ballot in
Wisconsin, but he called off all
campaign appearances in the
state this week to concentrate
on a national television speech
Wednesday night, in the




morning's forum in New York
City, sponsored by the
National Conference of
Democratic Mayors, was on
urban issues.
Jackson and Udall, as they
have before, called for a
federal takeover of all welfare
costs, while Carter said he
was against the idea.
The former Gebrgia
governor said such a takeover
would add $15 billion to..-$30
billion to the budget without
improving benefits. The states
should carry the welfare
burden, he said, not local
governments.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has
said it does not know exactly
how much it would cost for the
federal government to assume
all welfare costs.
Neither Jackson nor Udall
said specifically how they
would pay for such a program,
although Jackson has said he
would finance his social
programs through full em-
ployment, which he has said
would raise the government's
income tax revenues.
Wallace, in an interview in
Rhinelander, Wis., said the
United States is more
dependent on foreign energy
sources than it was during the
THESE HAVE BEEN THE
LONGEST SIX WEEKS OF
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money to candidates expired
March 22 under a Suppeme
Court ruling.: So far, can-
didates have piled up $1.1
million in funding requests
awaiting the commission's
renewal.
The House bill has several
basic differences from the one





WASHINGTON ( AP) — All
but two of Kentucky's U.S.
Representatives voted with
the majority Thursday as the
House approved 241-155 a
measure 'to;.paconstitute the
Federal Election Commission.
Voting "yes" to resume
federal funding of presidential
campaigns and, to amend the
Federal Election Campaign
Act were Democratic Reps.
John Breckinridge, Carroll
Hubbard, Romano Mazzoli,
William Natcher and Carl '
Perkins.
Kentucky's two Republican
House members, Gene Snyder





-- Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
pastor of the South Pleasant
Grove and Story's Chapel
United Methodist Churches,
will speak at the Pre-Easter
Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.
revival to be held Sunday,
Monday, and Tuesday at
Story's Chapel.
Sunday at 7:30 p.m., Dr.
Mullins will speak -on "yo
Cross No Crown" with special
music by the South Pleasant
Grove - Church Choir.
'Dodging the Cross- will be
the Monday night subject with
the South Pleasant Grove
Youth Choir singing a special
selection. Tuesday, Dr.
Mullins will speak on "Judas
Iscariot from Disciple to
Traitor."
Services Sunday morning
will be at 9:45 a. m. at Story's
Chapel and at elevan a.m. at
South Pleasant Grove.
"Stations of the Cross" with
scripture from Mark 15:16-41
will be the sermon topic by Dr.
Mullins with the church choir
to sing "The Night Before
Easter." Sunday `night ser-
vices at South Pleasant Grove
will not be held.
.t-444
North Calloway Elementary School contestants in the Southwest Calloway Math
Tournament held March 27 were, left to right, front row, Lisa Baize'', Laura Fones, Jena
Hoke, and Monica Brown, back row, Ronnie Walker, Lucille Potts, and Rebecca
Williams, teachers.
Southwest Calloway Elementary School contestants in the school's first annual Math
Tournament March 27 were, left to right, Micky Hutson, Lanessa Jones, Susan Byars




— No new, talks were




where a strike has idled about
275 workers.
IBEW's Local 1090 went on
strike—midnight Wednesday
when their contract expired
with the lighting fixture
manufacturer's Moelight
plant.
Pickets were up at all
entrances to the' plant
TtEtrsday. About 23-striking
Teamsters Union members
also walked the picket lines.
The last negotiating session
between the union and
company was Wednesday
night. The union rejected an
418-month company contract
offer, saying it lacked im-
mediate salary and fringe
benefit increases— ---
A total of about 600 persons
are employed at the Moelight
facility.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky lake, 7 a. m. 356.
3 up 0.1. Below dam 316.5 up
07.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.3
up 0.1. Below dam 330.1 up 0.2.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 4 Horse s
1 Sum up neck hair
5 Nu4 Slogan mber
9 Insect 6 V,deo (col-
I 2 Falsehood loci I
13 Black smrth s 7 Name
block 8 Mixture
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Training Weekend
To Be Held In LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP)
— Instruction in firebuilding,
shelter building, wilderness
travel and natural foods will
be given to the first 30 persons
over 18 to register April 9-11 at
the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between The
Lakes Recreation Area in
Western i(entucky.
The weekend of 'training in
the art of Wilderness survival
is sponsored by the American
Mountain Men and TVA. It
will be held at Camp Energy,
near the recreation area's
Envixonmental Education
Center.
About 125 forestry students
from various colleges will be
at the recreation area's
Brandon Spring camp the
same weekend for a bicen-
tennial forestry fair. The
public is invited to view events
ranging from log rolling and
wood chopping to canoe racing
and tobacco spitting.
Special Lectures Start Monday
At Church Of Christ, Murray
The Hickory Grove Church order The evening session
of Christ, assisted by other will begin at 7:30. William
congregations in Calloway Woodson and Pat McGee will
County, will sponsor a series be the speakers.
of Special Lectures in Murray, The morning session.
April 5-6. beginning at 9:30 Tuesday,
The theme of the series will will consist of speeches by
be, "Stand Fast In The Faith" Andrew Connally and Pat
and will feature eight McGee. Tuesday's afternoon
speakers, speaking on twelve session will include speeches
subjects. The lectures will be by Garland Elkins, E R
held at the Seventh and Poplar Harper and C. W. Bradley.
church building, Murray. Tuesday's concluding session
The lectures will begin with,, will begin at 7:30 with Andrew 
an afternoon session at 1:30, Connally speaking, followed
Monday. Garland Elkins, Ira by Ira Y. Rice, Jr.
Y Rice, Jr., and Robert R. The guest speakers are C.
Taylor, Jr. will speak in that W. Bradley, Memphis, Term.,
Andrew Connally,
Springtown, Texas, Garland
Elkins, Memphis, Tenn., E.R.
Harper, Abilene, Texas, Pat
McGee, Nesbitt, Miss., Ira Y.
Rice, Jr., missionary to
Southeast Asia, Robert R.
Taylor, Jr., Ripley, Tenn., and
William Woodson, Henderson,
Tenn.
Walter W. Pigg, Jr.,
minister of the Hickory Grove
Church, invites the public to
attend the special lectures at
the Murray Church building.
North Fork Church
Plans Revival Meet
The North Fork Baptist
Church will hold revival
services starting Sunday,
April 4, and continuing
through Saturday, April 10.
Bro. Glen Morris Orr,
pastor of the Sedalia Baptist
Church, will be the evangelist
for the services at.* 30 each
evening. The church and
pastor, Bro. James Phelps,














DIAL 442-6881 For Appointment
Peihresit, IT
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, April 2, 1976
2. Notice
_ -
WE 1,00K into your
needs as welleis at them.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
REMEMBER there is a
full time shop man at
Dill Electric also wg
have air compressor's


























Learn to Read 753-2288
Social Concerns
Committee and








By placing an economical want ad in
The Murray Ledger & Times, you
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do.. .Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future.. thus a chain reaction.
Link up with the largest volume









of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.








18 x 30" Green
"Grass" Doormat
Thousands of grass-like
fingers scrub shoes really
clean. Won't fade, mildew









Pares hemireeei mod*, haus*
lamd a vadrobiri 5
warn Nor'% of Moe",, on'






When you need supploe,
equipment Or serum. coil US
C441111719 is what we lane.
best We have steam cleanr• •
and other cleaning equipme,
for rent, or if you prefer

















1505 St •ats, Iris Mary, ow ro
Collor MOO
MARY KAY Cosmetics.
Call Sonya Futrell, 753-
4505.
LLif
Would you like to ride so!
ChLif al Bus to Sunday





you do call Mike Looms
53-6821.
6. Help Wanted
NEEDED: A mature lady
who loves children and
has experience baby
sitting to work witty- a
- church nursery on
Sunday mornings,








lakes are now open
Stocked heavy with
grain fed fish. Open 7
days a week. Adults,
$3.00, Children under
12,12.00. No other
charges. Also you don't
need a license. Not
responsible for any
accidents. Just off of 94
East highway, turn at'










P 0 Box 902
Sikeston. Missouri
Phone 314471.0001
FULL CHARGE, must be
able to handle complete
set of books, double
entry, P. and L., balance
sheet, quarterly returns,
Send resume and salary
expected. If you cannot
meet these
qualifications, do not












person on the floor. Must
be able to operate a cash
register. Apply in _
person only to Vernon's






on South 12th Street.
Manager and assistant
manager positions.
Apply in person at







resume to P. 0. Box
32Z.
8 Storage Build,ngs







for someone who wishes
to earn better than a 30
per cent return on in-
vestment. Available is
two retail stores which
should exceed 140,000 in •
net profits over next
twelve months.
POtential is even
greater. Take over at
price of inventory and
fixterrs. Orpprriximately
1125,000. Write to P. 9.
Box 724, Paducah.
1=MII




















13 For Sale Or Trade
WILL TRADE LARGE
chest type freezer, good
condition'' for smaller
upright freezer Call 436-
2289„ after 5 p. m.
QUICK CASH, will
furniture, by the pi
or houseful. Most
anything of value. Call
753-0154.
USED AIR conditioner,
call Bob at Dill Electric.
753-9104.
STANDENdartMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231
15. Articles For Sale
TWO REMINGTON of-
fice size typewriters,
model L25. $200.00 each.




reasonable. Write P. 0.




sharp tooth knives. Call
after 5,753-5960.





and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co,, Lynn Grove,




between 8 a.m. and 6
p.m.
TILLERS, Tillers, tillers_
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
S engines. Wallin
Hardware. Paris, Tenn.










524 lox Rambo on
• necklace $790 doe
Mr,,, .otb beads $9e doe
Rosi•-• things $7.20 doz.
rer 11i • nry Elephants on
nratrir • in ft 20 &a Many
lttwr available Send
 for
free , .e.. samples available
in I • basis only
LADY LYNNE
JEWELRY
P 0 Sot 17S01
SIN %wry, Now 1.4.117116
CLEAN1NGEST CAR-
PET, cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue , Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K: Bel Air Shopping
Center.
BEIGE CARPET, 22 x 14









and dryer. Call 753-6694.










and Service, 500 Maple













stock, have over sixty
new and used machines
priced from $30 and up.
New machines less than
1/2 price. Come early for
good choice. Open 7 days
week. Write or call
Lakewood Camping
Resort, Route 5, Benton,
Ky., 1-354-8619, ask for
Martha Hopper for more
,riformation.
19. Farm Equipment
1967 3,000 DIESEL Ford.
Call 4354220.
A GOOD 570 Case tractor.
Three bottom, 16" plow
and 10' wheel disc. Call
753-4435 after 5 p. m.
TWO ROW JOHN Deere
corn drill, good con-
dition. Call 753-3780 after
6:00.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for




almost new. See 1608
Miller Ave.
1974 36' x 10' Monarch
pontoon with 1969 125 h.
p. Mercury outboard.
Excellent condition.
13,600. Will tak4 'good
late model ski boat in on
trade. Call 753-0224 or
436-2611.
16' STEURY boat with
deep V-hull, convertible
top, side curtains and
back cover, 65 h. p
Johnson motor, heavy
duty Sterling trailer
with spare tire and
wheel, other extras
Only been in water 8
times. Price $2,295. Call
753-7536.
14 FT. ALUMINUM
Runabout with a 25 h. p.
Johnson motor on a
Holsclaw trailer. All in
good condition $350.00
Phone 354-6691.
16' ARROW GLASS with
110 h. p. Mercury motor.
15' Glasspar with 65 h. p.
Mercury motor. Both V
bottom fiberglass-
motors in good con-
dition-good trailers. Call
753-51788.





TOON with Eyinrude 50







new. Call after 9:30 p.
m., 753-1497.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The

















tKelley 5 Termoe8 Pest Conti°







bowl and pitcher, 10
gallon crock with ar-
tificial flowers, bed-
stead. Call 753-6069.
ONE 660 CASE combine.
spike toothed, pick up
reel, automatic header
control; one
cultipacker, ten foot seal
bearing, like new, used
on less than fifty acres;
one Ford truck, F-350,
1966 model, one ton; one
Ford truck, F-600, 1960
model, 1'2 ton, with
good 12 ton hoist and
steel bed; one New





Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
call 436-5894.




shotgun, deep heat back
massager. Black and
Decker skill saw and
odds and end furniture
All priced reasonable
Call 436-5395 after 6.
Memy Colors S Many Styles
Wallace
Book Store




Titlist golf clubs, $125.
Call 753-9312.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES.
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd. Phone 1-
443-7323
24. Miscellaneous
ONE 20 CUBIC ft. deep
freeze. Two 10 speed
bicycles. One 2 seated





Record player. Call 436-
2575.
ROBYN DG-30 mobile CB
radio, 3 months old.
Excellent condition. Call
436-5695 anytime.




















27. Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER for sale. Call
753-4330.
OFFER BY OWNER
Ralph McGee, 638 E.
Gladys, Sikeston, MO
63801. Phone (314) 471-
0123 or ( 502) 436-5333.
Furnished mobile borne.
with one room addition.




lots. Near Blood River
on Ky. Lake. Sale price
$16,000 terms.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
-Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1973 SHANANDOAH, 12 x
70, 3 bedroom, 2 baths,
„fully carpeted. Call 753-
1905 after 5 :30 p. m.
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME,
100' x 250' lot, anchored
on solid concrete -
foundation, new well of
water, city gas. Call 492-
8195.




1973 26' FRANKLIN fifth-
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street ..or call.
753-5777.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT,
air condition, carpet. 12'
wide and 65' long. East




good condition. Call 753:1-
0865.
ONE 6,000 BTU series air
conditioner. 150.00. One
Philco 12,000 BTU air
conditioner. $100.00. Call- --
753-7429.
31. Want To Rent
FARM LAND to rent. Call
. 753-6316. Steve Arant.







It is necessary for the Murray Water
System to flush the fire hydrants Satur-
day night, April 3rd. The flushing will
begin about 10:00 p.m. and will be com-
pleted during the night. If theee is any
discoloration in your water when first
turned on Sunday morning, flush well
before using. We are sorry for any in-
convenience, but it is required that we do
this twice a year.
1002 Fairlane Dr.
3 Bedroom brick, large living & dining room com-
bination, patio and fenced in backyard. Excellent
neighborhood near shopping center. Family
moving.
• " i" 1
'SIFT ..4'.:4e1.rrt-11.."1"11
. ZrIlkit•SIVAINONI:14
Swann House 71/0401, Coll 753-5805
703 Main St. REALTY CO or 753-8749
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Intl  Results You Want-It? OWED MS You Need
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished apartment.
- Screened in back porch,




May be seen at Kelleys
Pest Control, 100 South
13th St.
FURNISHED APART-









paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668




paid. 416 N. 8th, drive by
and see from outside. If
interested send name,
address and phone
number to Bill Ellis,
4852 r Carrollton,
Indianapolis, Ind., 46205.
FIVE ROOM house for














with calves by side. Age
3 weeks-8 weeks. Call




landrace pigs. Call 753-
6126.
REGISTERED DUROC
boars for sale. Call 437-
666.
THREE REGISTERED
black Angus bulls. Age






bOrn Dec. 29. (Parents
are very fine hunters.
$35.00. Call 1-354-8598
311. Pets - Supplies
20 GALLON aquarium
with stand and all ac-
ci&ssories. Call 753-0519.
lir MALE SIAMESE




poodles, for sale. $40.00




Janes. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p. m.
AKC POODLES 8 weeks
old, black, 2 male, 1
female. $25.00 each. Call
436-5388.
AKC REGISTERED Tiny





and Saturday, Apr. 2
and 3. 1412 Dudley
Drive. Nice clean sale.
Real bargains. Open at 7
a. m.
CARPORT SALE, Friday
and Saturday, 9 a. nu.,
clarinet, cabinet dish-
washer, stereo, tape •
player, clothing
i children and 'adult,
and other items. 1509
Sycamore.
GARAGE SALE, Friday





Tuesday, 5 and 6. Lots of
bargains come early at
301 South 6th.









Saturday, April 3. start





sizes 6-18. Boys clothes,
faded jeans, lots of odds












holidays (10), and vacation. Must be
able to read schematics and have a
good knowledge of AC and DC. Phone






Phone 502-247-6730, extension 237.
Ml AN EQUAL OPPORTUNTIT EMPLOYER
AAtrex
We'll do it in one application.





Saturday, 8-5, watch for
ugns out &eat 16th,
turn left, 3rd gravel




dition, and lots of
clothes.
HELP MOVE MY JUNK,
Saturday, April 3rd, 110
N. 10th, come, early,..




Saturday, 10 a. m. to




neous. 506 Lynnwood, off
Sycamore St. near High
School.
GARAGE SALE, Fr'iday
and Saturday, April 2nd,
3rd, 9-4, 1304 Overbey.
Baby, teenager and









YARD SALE 9-5 Friday
and Saturday, April 2
and 3. Paschall and Sons
Carpet House, 1.4 miles
South of Hazel on 641. No
checks accepted.
YARD SALE ALL DAY
Saturday, stereo, min-











REALTY is this three
bedroom, 1 12 bath brick
ranch home, located on





753-1222 for an ap-
pointment. KOPPERUD






home in tiazel, 11/2 st
gas heat, fireplace.
carpet, tower antenna,
large lot, priced to sell
$10,750. Call 753-8080
contact BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE. 105 N.
12th.
NEW BRICK HOME on 12





central heat and air. If
you are looking for a
wood usable small farm,
this is it prieed at only
$35,000. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th, 7,53-3597.
YOU WILL love living in
the attractive brick
home on. a tree shaded
landscaped hilltop. This
10 acre well fenced mini-
farm can be yours to
raise a few bead of
cattle or horses. The
farm features a good
stock barn, a pond well
stocked with fish for
your private fishing
pleasure,: a garage and
as an extra bonus, a
large well built building
with some basic
equipment for a clean up
shop. This can be used
forlyour own business or
for rental income. The
home and business
combination is located
only a few miles south of
towe on Ky. 121. For
further information
call: John C. Neubauer
Real Estate, 505 Main
St., Murray. 753-0101-






SIX ACRES, 5 miles West
of Murray, just off High-













located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
-exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE: _
39 ACRES, 30 acres open
bottom land, wooded
building site, located






Five miles east of
Murray. 87 acres, 55
tendable, 42,000 broad
feet of mature timber.
One-half mi. blacktop
frontage. Ideal for
subdivision. 80 per cent
new barbed wire fen-
cing, ' 8,000 Christmas
trees being planted. All









drapes, located on nice
lot at 214 South 11th.
Price reduced to 13,000.
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877.
OR TRADE for smaller
house. Three or four
bedroom in Meadow
Green Acres. Call 753-
1566.
THREE BEDROOM
frame house 2 years old,
has extra building lot
with meter pole. 9 x 14
metal - building. 3
minutes walk to lake.. A
bargain at $15,500. Call
436-2260.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom





central heat and air,
carpeted_ throughout, 5
miles East. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
Movailete 1 II, 2 Ihrttk
interior decorated with
redar shakes end ;weir
rypro.13 K incluid•s cow
patter OW pow a mew
double a a • n
refrigerator Dining WS,
decorated with wood end
wew with thong glass doors
o•rilookiito wooded
lot priced in 30's
JUST LISTED wrirnarolate 3
84, Oen with 5ap
ptionces plus another and
dryer located •at• of





46. Homes For Sale
2 Brick duplexes.
Modern, carpeted,
each with 2 BRs. and
tile bath, carpet, cen-
tral heat and air.
AlWays rented Buy
one or both.
Less th,sv 2 miles
from tobin. 8 rm.
brick home. 3 Brs., 1
bath on 5 acres of
farm land that is ex-
tra good. Fenced.
Has large trees in
yard, 4 outbuildings
including a 20 by 40
metal stock barn and





Modern 3 Br and
bath brick home 5
miles from town. Has
large store building..










Attar 1 00 ow. cep L..,
seep. 753 :587 low se
Slier 755 7404, 1eicli pei
mil 753 Its iteed 11 Cow
751-1723 /' entice Claw,
751-5725
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone
7,53-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
to 10.
BY OWNER IN Can-
terbury, 2 story colonial
with nearly 3 thousand
sq. ft. underroof, in-
cluding 4 bedrooms, 21'2
tile baths, 14 x 28 den.
separate dining, double
garage, gas heat. Priced
under $50,000. Shown




cabin, three room, bath,











living and dining room
combined, 16 x 26 with
fireplace. Electric heat
















1974 SI. 125 bored out, new
paint. $325.00. Also 1974





1972 HONDA CB350,. low
'miles, excellent con-
dition. $550.00. Call 489-
2486.
1972 YAMAHA 75 cc
cycle. Low mileage, like
new. Call after 9:30 p.
m., 753-1497.
1973 YAMAHA 250 street
bike. Good condition.
$450.00 or best offer. Call





holder. 250 front end.
Oversize rims.
Telleborg tires, never
ridden or licensed in
1975, as new. 1700 street
miles. Phone 753-6671. •
1974 YAMAHA, 125
Endure. 1500 miles. Like
new. Call 753-3180 after
6:00.
1973 HONDA 350. $650.00
Call 753-6000.
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1968 OLDSMOBILE F-85,
6 cylinder, straight shift
with air, also 1972
Oldsmobile 98. Call 436-
5366 or 436-5437.
1972 CHEVY PICKUP, '1,4
ton, 4 wheel drive.
power steering, power
brakes, 4 speed. $2,150
Call 753-7656, between 9
and 5.
1975 CHEVY VAN, like
new, low mileage,
loaded with extras and
in excellent condition.
Call 753-0869, must see to
appreciate:
1956 BUICK SPECIAL, 2
door hardtop. Collectors
item. Call after 9:30 p.
in., 753-1497.
1962 CHURCH bus good
condition. $1500 or best

















after 4:00 p. m.
1963 CHEVROLET
Impala station wagon. "
283 V-8 engine, A-1
shape, $350.00. Can be









Cars every month for
auetion. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at I:00 p: m
sharp. Easy to get to
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
.fair honest dealing
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.-
1971 VW Camper. 'Rebuilt
engine, good condition
Asking $2,100. Call 753-
'0362 after I : 30.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 DUSTER Economy
Slant Six, $595.00. 1963





and factory air. Good
mechanical --eondition.





POR SALE 1974 DODGE





door, automatic, • and
air. Call 753-7639.









1975 GRAND PRIX, black
on black on black.
Power windows and
locks. Vinyl top, air,
AM-FM stereo tape,
rear window defroster






after 5 p. m.
1967 FORD FAIRLANE -











sleeps 4, icebox, range










and dirt. Call 437-4533,










bank gravel. Call 436-
23136.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.





vice. No job- too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
















and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates
Call 753-8343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING'
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
















1688 - across from library
next to College Shop
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high' heat and cooling












Call 753-4124, So,uth 4th -
Street. Across from Fi-
Burger.
KIRBY CARPET
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free














J & WELDING and
_Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Sty miles south on 121..
















53 Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW, 500
bales, 70 cents each. (all
489-2590 or 489-2740.
54 Free Column
THREE PUPPIES free to
good home all males. 6
weeks old, part German
Shepherd.Call 436-2456
55 Wanted.
YARD TO MOW, also
cemeteries. By the job
or $4.00 hour. Call 436-
2256.
WALLIS DRUG1
*HOSPITAL  •SUPPUES FOR RENT AND $A1 I*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS*PRESCRIPTIONS
Take Up Payments
No Payment Until May 15
25" Color TV
'new trot repot,)
19- Color TV Portable
"remote control)
25- Color Console TV




Chestnut St. Murray, Ky. 753-7575
rir
Reduced $1000.00 - Extra nice 3 bednoni brick, den, kitchen with range and
dishwasher, immaculate condition with beautiful carpet and drapes
throughout, located at Grove Heights east of Murray
206 So 12th St Moffitt Realty Co. 753-3597
,r
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Deaths and Funerals I
Mark Taylor Dies
In Accident At ,
The Age Of 13
Mark Taylor, thirken year
old son of Mr. and qrs. T. 0.
Taylor of 3 Westwood Drive,
Erlanger, was pronounced
dead on arrival at a hospital in
Covington_ after sustaining
injuries in a bicycle-
automobile collision near his
home.
The Kenton County coroner,
Dr. Reichett, said the young .
boy was pronounced dead on
Mark Taylor
arrival at the hospital at 8:50
p. m. (EST) Thursday. He was
an eighth grade student at the
Erlanger Schools. He was
born April 5, 1962, in Roswell,
.New Mexico, to T. 0. and Ilene
Taylor, both former residents
of Murray.
The young boy is survived
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor, two sisters, Pandy and•
Susari‘,. Taylor, and -one
brother, 'Jason Taylor, all of
Erlanger; paternal grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Taylor, South Fottrth Street,
Murray; _paternal grand-
mother, Mrs. .Verble (Ingx)
Taylor, Murray Route Five;
one aunt, Mrs. Jack (Delores)
Speegle, Abilene, Texas; two
cousins, Mrs. Wayne
(Carolyn ) Gibson, Clovis, N.
M., and Mike Speegle of
Murray.
The body is being returned
by the local flying service to
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray, but funeral
and burial arrangements are
incomplete.
Mrs. Henry West Of
Murray Dies Today
At Local Hospital
Mrs. Henry (Julia) We of
401 South . Eighth Street,
Murray, died this morning at
8:45 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 68
years of age.
The Murray woman is
survived by her husband,
Henry West, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Mack
Henrietta ) Watkins, Route
Two, Puryear, Tenn.; two
sons, Cecil West, Calvert City,
and Ray. West, Houston,
Texas; ten grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Bert (Nellie
Mae) Lane, Dover, Tenn., and
Mrs. Grover (Nancy)
Morrow, Joppa, Ala.; two half
sisters, Mrs. Harold (Helen)
Darnell, „Coldwater, and Mrs.
Tommy (Hattie) Smith,
Peroia, Ill.; two brothers,
George Satterwhite, New Port
Richey, Fla., and Gaines
Satterwhite, Stella; one half
brother, Ed Satterwhite,
Peoria, Ill.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will have charge of the
funeral and burial
arrangements which are now
incomplete.
Dr. Billy G. Hon t Paouc ah
will be the evangelist at the
revival services to be kehd at
the Cherry Corner 'Baptist
Church each etiening at 7:30
p. m. from Sunday, April 4,
through Saturday, April 10.
See Us For
Your Home Loan





HUGH GRANT KIRKY, Rt. 3, Mayfield, was the winner of the drawing for a 2'2-minute
shoppihg spree sponsored recently by the Murray Jawes. The shopping spree was
held at Storev's Food Giant and kirky grabbed $210.69 worth of groceries .in the
alloted time.
Stan Photo by Ted Delaney
Superintendents Cautioned
About Open Records Law
FRANKFORT, Ky. GAP)-
Kentucky Supt. of Public
Instruction James Graham
has cautioned local school
superintendents. to be
careful" about implementing
the state's new open records
At a meeting Thursday to
, brief the superintendents on
legislation' approvAl by the
1976 General -Assembly,
Graham advised giving a
serious look at the open
.records bill, which will
require most local and state
agencies to open their records
for public inspection_ -  
Graham said there's some
uncertainty as_te how thelaw
should' be administered, since
it contains certain exemp-
tions. He told the superin-
tendents to ask their local





Prieto of AOC II of local *tarsi at moorYT, to lurrushed to Us Isingsr
Mines by Ftfst of Michigan. QM, a
Marray. at" asktiows
U .S.lkienes   11% -Alt
Kaufman & Broad ..., 94 -%
'Ponderosa Systems  .... 12% +%
Kimberly Clark  . 42 unc
Union Carbide .71% + %
W R. Grace 2994 Unc
Texaco 25 I
General Elec. .....— 51% -%
GAF Corp • 15% unc
Georgia Pacf& 52% unc
Pfizer , 29% -'4
Jim Walters  fa  42% uric
Kirsch 16% unc
Disney 601'a -%
Franklin Mint 32% -,-%
Pnces ogtocks st bed idareit at won
today turntitiett to eio Lottpr & tor by
M sown Co. anal laws: ••
Industrial Avg -6.38
Airox 
Amer. Motors 6 uric























Unien SinkintSining Church Revival
WeStera 
247.
prohibited in public schools
under a Supreme Court
riding.)
Graham said the latter bill
forbids placing the emphasis
on any particular
denomination when teaching
the biblical theory, and he said
it too could become a
"toughie" for school ad-
ministrators. -
Graham also said it may
prove difficult to administer
the drogram to replace
student fees with tax dollars,
because the }.9 million in the
governor's budget may not be
enough to replace fees in all
the local school districts.
It may not do tbe entire
job," he said. "We must
develop something that will
not ,arm the quality of
education.
"It will tax the expertise of
you and me."
He said a committee would
probably be appointed to
study the problem.
Despite the potential dif-
ficulty in implementing
certain bills, Graham in-
dicated he was pleased at the
overall quality of legislation
relating to education.
• .1 would hope we come out
of 1978 with as good a
legislative program as we did
in 1976," he said. "Sometimes
it isn't the good bills you pass






These cars must be sold
1975 Fiat, 128SL. like new.
1975 VW Rabbit, 4 door, 10,000 miles.
1973 Ford Pinto Station Wagon, air conditioner.
1973 AMC Hornet, 2 door hard top, air conditioner.
1972 Plymouth Duster, 2 door hard top, air conditioner.
1971 Chevrolet Station Wagon, 9 passenger, air-conditioner.
1971 Chevrolet Vega, 2 door, nice.
1973 V.W., 2 door, like new.
1971 V.W. Transporter, 7 passenger.
1969 V.W., 2 door, dark e, nice.
1968 V.W., 2 door, light grey, nice.
All cars are local trade-ins
Will consider any reasonable price.
Hatcher
Auto sales
515 South 12th Street
developing implementation
procedures.
He said the superintendents
are "the records 'custodian. If
any person comes in and asks
to look at the records -
whether a taxpayer or
not-you must show him."
He said a superintendent is
entitled to keep the records
private where he feels the
requests are intended to
disrupt school activities:
where opening the records
would constitute an inxasion
of privacy; where they are
preliminary opinions or
memoranda expre.saing-
opinions in the formulation of
policy,- or where records are --
being maintained in con-
nection with a loan.
He told the superintendents
they may prohibit the removal
of records from the school or
office, but that they must also
provide a suitable space
where anyone wishing to do so
may examine the records.
"I would be careful with it,"
Graham warned.
He also gaid that legislation-
permitting the mention of God
in the classroom ma 5 be
difficult to implement.
He cited two. bills approved
by the 1976 legislature. One
permits local school boards to
allow voluntary recitation of '
the Lord's Prayer and the
Pledge, of Allegiance in
elementary schools.
The other permits the
teaching of the Biblical theory
of creation in a course where
the doctrine of evolution is
taught.
Graham said the first bill
"is one of those things that
might give us .a problem.. God
is, mentioned and you know
what that means."
(The teaching of rehrintr is
BAND BOOSTERS
The Murray High School
Band Boosters Club will meet
Tuesday, April 6, at seven p.
m. at the band room. An
election of officers will be held
and all parents and interested
persons are urged to attend,
according to Art Jewell,
president.
Denny Allen Will Be Evangelist
The revival services at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will open Sunday, April 4, at
7:15 p. m. and continue
through Sunday, April 11, with
services each evening at 7:30.
Denny .Allen, who is
currently -tompleting
requirements for the bachelor
Denny Allen
-Evangelist
of Music degree. at [tim-
berland College, William--sburg, will be the speaker. Hehas served on the program of
the State Brotherhood Con-vention and), Evanalistic
Conference. He will be playingthe saxophone in each service.The church minister of
music, Tommy Scott, will beIn charge of the music for the
.revival. The Atitsery will be
open.
Sunday at eleven a ry the -
,_obarch pastor. Rev
Williamson, will • the
speaker with , L. A;nrren
deacon of the week, assisting
in the services-
'The Adult Choir will sing
"I've A Home Beyond The
River" at the morning service
Tommy Scott
-Minister of Music
with Mrs. Roger Cooper at the
piano and Miss Judy Hughes
at the organ.
The youth choir will Meet at
six e. .m. Sunday for practice
And 'will sing -The Answer Is
God" and 'Spread A Little
Love Around" at the evening
service. The youth will meet in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Cain for fellowship
after the evening service.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and Church Training at
6:30 p. m.
Nursery workers for Sunday
,will -be Mrs. Sylvia Dalton.
Mrs. Jane Willoughby, Mrs.
Susie Scott, Mrs. Della
Boggess, and Mrs. Hera Wells.
Carroll Sets Record Low For
Veto Of Legislation Actions
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) -
The legal deadline has passed
for the governor to veto bills
approved . by the 1916 Ken-
tucky General Assembly, and
Gov. Julian Carroll has ap-
parently set a record lo1,v for
recent legislative sessions.
He vetoed just four of the
more than 300 bills passed by
the 1976 legislature.
Of the others, he signed all
but 13, which will become law
without his signature.
The previous veto record
was set by Wendell Ford, who
vetoed only 17 bills as
governor in 1974.
Carroll's press secretary,
John Nichols, said the
governor did not sign 13 bills
because he did not support
them, "but there was no
major reason not to let them
become law."
They include a bill per-
mitting small wineries to
operate in Kentucky; a bill
raising the interest rates for
small 16an companies; a bill
relieving property owners of
liability for injury to a
trespasser, except when
inflicted by the land owner,
Scotts Grove Will
Hold Revival Meet
Revival services will begin
at the Scotts Grove Baptist
Church Monday evening,
April 5 and continue through
the following Sunday with
Rev. AL. Wade as evangelist.
Services will begin each
evening at 7:30 O'clock.
and a couple of resolutions
.urging the President and the
U.S. Congress to respect
states' rights and to avoid
creating unnecessary layers
of bureaucracy.
Two of the bills vetoed by
the governor originally had
his backing. -
A strong anti-trust-bill-
originally touted as part of the
administration's consumer
protection legislation - was
vetoed and Carroll signed a
weaker version instead. The
bill that will become law is
aimed at breaking up
monopolistic business
practices, but doesn't give the
state Attorney General the
injunctive and investigative
powers that the stronger
measure did.
The other vetoed ad-
ministration bill was part of
the governor's criminal
justice package. It would have
permitted inmates to par-
ticipate in work release
programs outside the prison
during the 90 days prior to
parole.
Carroll said he had to veto it
because the state Corrections
Department made an error in
listing the types of convictions
that would allow a prisoner to
participate in the program.
If the legislation had
become law, 165 inmates
currently working outside the
prison would have been made
ineligible, Carroll said.
The governor also vetoed a
corporation license tax law
because he said it apparently
Sunday services .will begin conflicted with existing stale
---law. He directed the Revenue
Rev. A. L. Wade
with Sunday school at 10:00
a.m., morning worship at
eleven a.m. and Sunday
evening services will begin at
seven p.m.'
Scotts Grove is located on
Highway 641 North just out of
the city limits of Murray. The
church and pastor, Brother
Leon Penick, invite the publu.
to attend these .revival ser-
vices.
Donald Crawford will be in
charge of the song services.
There will be congregational
singing and special music by
different groups and ind-
viduals.
Department to study the law
and see whether changes need
to be made.
The fourth bill was vetoed
because it appeared
"contradictory and con-
fusing," CarrolLsaid. It would
have permitted local and state
government to make health
coverage available through
health maintenance
organizations as welt, as
through group hospitalization
insurance plans.
Carroll said a new federal
regulation will achieve much
the same objective ,as the
vetoed bill, by permitting
firms employing 15 or more
persons to offer, a health
maintenance organization
option.
All bills, except those with
an emergency clause, become
law June 19.
Rev. W. Edd Glover
To Speak Sunday
"Can Almighty God Be
Limited?" will be the subject
of the sermon by Rev. W. Edd
Glover at the worship services
on Sunday, April 4, at nine a.
m. at Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and at
eleven a. m. at North Pleasant
Grove Chructi.` His scripture'
will be from Psalms 78:41.
At North .Pleasant Grove
Mrs. Emma Dean Lawson will
direct the choir in special
music, -Jimmy Cain will make
the announcements, and Mr.





The following funeral homes have recommended a
funeral plan for you and your family:
MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
Murray, Kentucky




KentuckyAL HOMEJ. H. CHURCHILL FUNERA
For Persons Ages 1 to 80
few cents a day is paid into a fund protected by legal reserves
In the time of need the plan will pay the funeral bill for IOU and
Ottf family...regardless 0)50w little has been old in
For information mail this coupon ro
Kentucky Funeral Director Burial Assn.







Get a new viewpoint on banking conven-
ience at our drive-up windows. Do isot.Ir
banking right from your car and get the
same fast, efficient, friendly service you get
on the inside. How easy can banking get?
Find out by driving in today.
PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY U KY.
NA* MBFR FDIC
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